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Notions of Respectability Politics in E. M. 
Forster’s A Passage to India

Alexis Adams

Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe said, “Until the lions 
have their own historians, the history of the hunt will 
always glorify the hunter .” In this astute African proverb, 

the lions symbolize those who are oppressed and victimized by 
society’s victors, who are representative of the glory seeking, 
power-hungry lion hunters . This insightful quote is a resonant 
and depictive example of how respectability politics, the attempts 
marginalized minority groups make to appear respectable and 
dignified toward the societal majority through self-policing and 
assuming blame for racist, oppressive acts inflicted upon them by 
the majority, is a toxic and inhibiting method of the marginalized 
putting in effort to diffuse and destroy racial conflict . The text 
in E . M . Forster’s A Passage to India proves that when the native 
people of “British” India attempted to appear “respectable” in the 
eyes of the British by enforcing the aspects of respectability politics 
into their day to day lives in an attempt to gain social acceptance, 
they were only further damaging their relations with the British, 
and were simultaneously destroying their social and societal 
progress in the process . Respectability politics shift responsibility 
away from the perpetrators of violence and injustice, and by 
choosing to appear stereotypically “respectable” and docile in the 
eyes of the British, the Indians take away their status as victims 
of racism and inequality and inflict unwarranted animadversion 
upon themselves .
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Protagonist Dr . Aziz experiences a strong sense of reluctance and 

embarrassment over the idea of potentially allowing Mrs . Moore and 

Adela Quested to enter his home, which he feels is too inadequate of a 

location for well-off British socialites . Then, Aziz makes the even further 

consequential decision to take the two ladies to an outing at the Marabar 

Caves, an incredibly unfamiliar and structurally daunting area that he 

himself knows little to nothing about . These events, along with the stiff 

and awkward bridge party organized by Mr . Turton in a fruitless attempt 

to provide Mrs . Moore and Adela Quested with an opportunity to observe 

and interact with the native Indians in an authentic, yet “respectable” 

setting, make it clear that the harder the Indians fight to try and mold 

their identities in order to increase their worth in the eyes of the British, 

the more resistance, discomfort, and lack of progress they seem to be 

forced to endure . 

This point is further proved when Dr . Aziz first receives the chance to 

interact with Adela, Mrs . Moore, Professor Godbole, and Mr . Fielding 

in a joint group setting . Upon receiving news of an “incident” of “Indian 

etiquette” in which Adela shares a possible “misunderstanding” that 

took place earlier that morning during which she and Mrs . Moore 

sent for an Indian carriage that seemingly never arrived, Aziz makes 

the conscious decision to speak negatively about the work ethic of 

Hindus, who he discovers throughout the course of his conversation 

were the ones in charge of sending the carriage to Mrs . Moore and 

Adela (Forster 72) . By choosing to speak of Hindus as being “slack,” 

“unpunctual,” and having “no idea of society” and then proceeding to 

attempt to prove how he does not act like the “typical” Indian, Aziz is 

perpetuating stereotypical, untrue, and volatile respectability-centered 

claims that end up painting the natives of India in an unfavorable light 

(Forster 72) . Even though Aziz’s original intention was to prove that 

not all Indians are as “slack” and lazy as Hindus are (in his opinion), 

his lashing statements against Hindus consequently make all the native 

citizens of India give off a worse impression than they would have in the 

first place, proving that Aziz’s efforts to enforce respectability did more 

harm than good (Forster 72) .

Due to the fact that Dr . Aziz was not outright insulting his own 

heritage and identity by speaking poorly about Hindus, some may argue 

that his actions were not a clear-cut example of the usage of respect-

ability politics . Even though Aziz is not a “slack” Hindu, and therefore 

is not directly insulting himself or people whom he associates himself 

with, he still is indirectly contributing to the incorporation of respect-

ability politics (Forster 72) . Dr . Aziz’s actions in this section of the text 

perfectly reflect the usage of “mimicry,” a method of social and societal 

respectability-influenced “camouflage” that allows minorities to more 

easily and discreetly blend in with their nonminority counterparts by 

attempting to replicate their thoughts, appearances, and actions (Bhabha 

84) . Bhabha stresses that the “effect of mimicry” “is not a question of 

harmonizing with the background, but against a mottled background, of 

becoming mottled—exactly like the technique of camouflage practiced 

in human warfare” (84) . 

Though some scholars may argue that the description of the powers of 

mimicry presented by Bhabha can be seen strictly as a defense in favor of 

respectability politics since he proves mimicry is an often-useful and valid 

method minorities utilize to promote racial and societal harmony in the 

presence of the majority, it can very easily be argued that on the contrary, 

mimicry promotes uneasiness, self-resentment, and psychologically 

detrimental thoughts in the minds of minorities . Aziz’s mimicry-driven 

statement, “It is as well you did not go to their [the Hindus’] house, for 

it would give you a wrong idea of India . Nothing sanitary . I think for my 

own part they grew ashamed of their house and that is why they did not 

send,” is not only indirectly self-deprecating toward the state of India and 
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its native people as a whole, but also results in Aziz inviting Mrs . Moore 

and Adela to his home to assert his own “worthiness,” even though he 

later finds it necessary to retract his invitation by distracting the women 

with a trip to the Marabar Caves due to the fact that he himself “thought 

of his own bungalow with horror” (Forster 72-73) . If Aziz did not so 

commonly find it necessary to blend in with the British and attempt to 

gain their respect by incorporating mimicry into his everyday rhetoric, 

perhaps he would not feel so sheepish and embarrassed when it came to 

his own state of living in comparison to the state of living of the British 

in the first place . The usage of respectability politics relies heavily on the 

constant comparison of minorities to majorities in order for minority 

groups to more accurately find ways to mimic and appear respectable 

toward the majority; any minority group that is constantly trying to be 

“respectable” and police their community so that they can blend in with 

the majority will always undoubtedly find themselves falling short . If 

minorities and majorities were identical or were able to seamlessly and 

effortlessly appear identical in nature, there would be no such thing as a 

minority in the first place .

Scholar Randall Kennedy argues that respectability politics act as 

a necessary evil when it comes to looking out for the safety of society’s 

oppressed minority groups . He states that the goal of those who defend 

the instilment and usage of respectability-based precautions in everyday 

life is a way to keep minorities “clear of danger” and “improve the odds” 

of the likelihood of their safety in a world where being a minority can 

often result in having violent acts inflicted upon oneself by an oppres-

sive majority (Kennedy 1) . Although Kennedy is correct in believing 

that there may be particular instances in which blending in by adhering 

to the notions that encompass respectability may indeed be “sensible” 

when attempting to guarantee one’s safety as a minority, there truly is 

no such thing as a life guarantee, and there is no concrete evidence that 

making the conscious decision to abstain from activities that promote 

antirespectability will indeed result in the increased comfort, safety, and 

ultimate mental and physiological well-being of minorities (Kennedy 2) . 

Kennedy himself plainly states that respectability politics are oftentimes 

misapplied by those who enforce them and that “the misapplication of 

respectability has occasionally inflicted deep wounds” on those forced to 

reap the consequences of said misapplications (2) . For instance, Dr . Aziz’s 

misapplication of respectability politics in relation to his revoked invita-

tion indicates that the deep wounds inflicted upon him by respectability 

politics disturb his peace of mind and leave him with a hollow, paranoid 

feeling that he will never be able to live up to British society’s “white” 

standards of living . Ironically enough, Forster chooses to highlight the 

grim reality of an Indian land full of natives plagued by the burden of 

respectability . Chandio, Jafri, and Khuwaja bring attention to the fact 

that in A Passage to India, Forster “does not incline to glorify the exotic 

land” [of Chandrapore] in order to present “an imaginary town with 

a specific terror and hatred” (144) . This terror and hatred presented 

throughout Chandrapore by both the Indians and the British allude to 

the fact that colonialism has resulted in thickened boundaries between 

people of varying cultures .

Kennedy also argues that the “misapplications of respectability 

politics should not obscure an essential fact: any marginalized group 

should be attentive to how it is perceived . The politics of respectability 

is a tactic of public relations that is, per se, neither necessarily good nor 

necessarily bad” (2) . If this is the case, Kennedy is also essentially implying 

that minorities are incapable of living up to standards set in society by 

white supremacists . This inherently articulates that white people are so 

set in their ways and so convinced of their own superiority that no matter 

how hard minorities work to overcome oppression, they will never be 

able to fully do so successfully . This is depicted in the bridge party scene 
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of A Passage to India. When Mrs . Moore approaches the courthouse 

magistrate Ronny about the way he treats Indians with disrespect, he 

states that by putting himself on the same plane as the native Indians, he 

would be going “against his class, against all the people he respects and 

admires out here” (Forster 51) . He would “lose power” by behaving with 

a just, equality-based mindset, and the Indians will ultimately suffer for 

his actions (Forster 51) . Ronny’s “young man humanitarianism” revels 

in the perks of being a member of the majority, and instead of using his 

social and societal power for good, he chooses to oppress the vulnerable 

minority because he knows he is able to do so (Forster 52) . 

Although scholars like Kennedy may believe that the road to respect-

ability politics is one that can potentially result in increased safety and 

happiness for minorities in society, the idea that a group of oppressed, 

socially stifled people like the Indian natives in A Passage to India could 

be content living in a world where they are constantly looking over their 

shoulders to gauge the reactions of the white majority before worrying 

about their own peace of mind and wellbeing is a depressing one . A 

Passage to India’s inspiring, well-versed message reveals that the more 

the oppressed attempt and fight to blend in, the more they will stand 

out in a negative light . Dr . Aziz’s problems are only further fueled by his 

respectability-driven paranoia and desire for stereotypical “worthiness” 

and respect . The British, white members of Indian society in Forster’s 

novel, lived in a bizarre mindset in which “most of life is so dull that 

there is nothing to be said about it,” but if they simply dedicated their 

lives to working toward justice and equity instead of focusing on the 

seemingly “dull” and mundane aspects of their heavily privileged lives, 

they would come to the conclusion that the native Indians who aren’t 

culturally identical to them and who don’t apply the elements of mimicry 

to their lifestyles are just as worthy of receiving respect from whites as 

any other person should be worthy of receiving . Until the “lions,” the 

oppressed minorities of society, are able to shed the stigma of assuming 

being different from the majority is going to hinder their societal progress, 

respectability politics will only prevent them from rising up in India and 

in the world as a whole .
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A Conflict in Words: The Performance of Violence 
within Blasted and Passion of New Eve

Megan Donnan

In her novel The Passion, Jeanette Winterson describes the 
numbing of violence, stating that “words like devastation, rape, 
slaughter, carnage, and starvation are lock and key words to keep 

pain at bay . Words about war that are easy on the eye” (Winterson 
143) . In other words, the descriptions and representations of war 
that appear in literature are attempting to explain an inexplicable 
phenomenon, never being able to capture the true experience; it 
is a way for audiences and readers to remove themselves from the 
violence and a mode to provide a disingenuous response . Violence 
when mentioned so casually and unassumingly horrifies and 
astounds readers, yet when brutality and war plagues far off nations, 
society can easily turn a blind eye, deadened to the dehumanizing 
terrors . The representation of violent conflict in postmodern 
literature evokes a deep response from readers, most often shocking 
and uncomfortable . Rather than a discreditable attempt to contract 
a reaction, the way in which violence is incorporated is a device 
that allows for the portrayal of the absurdity and horrors of war . 
Winterson’s interpretation of war in literature fails to recognize how 
Angela Carter effectively presents the violent reconstruction and 
performance of gender to Evelyn throughout The Passion of New Eve 
and how Sarah Kane uses onstage violence in Blasted that enhances 
the audience’s experience to a point that incites discourse, and even 
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action, beyond the initial shock . It is not a damaging method in 
literature to include these specific representations of violent conflict 
as Winterson’s quote suggests, instead it opens the eyes of readers 
to situations and emotions normally safely tucked away and easily 
ignored after the narrative ends . In both The Passion of New Eve and 
Blasted, Carter and Kane achieve this hefty accomplishment in their 
various methods of casually incorporating war . 

What is often most shocking for those who are on the receiving 

side of these two works is the way in which the disconcerting violence 

is mentioned so nonchalantly, as if it is simply a fact of everyday life . 

At first glance it may seem that this methodology makes light of the 

violence that occurs or is a way of subverting its reflection of the world . 

However, with further examination, it is evident that this is far from 

the truth . In his 2005 Theatre Survey article, “The Tragedy of History in 

Sarah Kane’s Blasted,” Sean Carney exemplifies how Kane purposefully 

and thoughtfully includes violence throughout the play: “The violence 

in Blasted is profoundly aestheticized and essential to the play’s significa-

tions” (Carney 46) . Carney goes on to explain that there are two views 

that exist within Kane’s play that allow for the aesthetic qualities being 

presented to succeed; the immediate shock, “real” aspects that are appar-

ent and the “meaningful  .  .  . and contextual” that holds meaning beyond 

its initial face value and requires to be interpreted by the audience (Carney 

278) . What is perhaps most pertinent about Carney’s argument is his 

examination of the play’s tragic characteristics in regards to history . Using 

E . H . Carr’s example as a reference to describe the paradox of the meaning 

of “history,” Carney clarifies that “History,” in this context “means not 

the record of past historical events, but the possibility of some redemptive 

meaning emerging out of those events in the future” (279) . This notion 

complicates the functionality of history in the connection with tragedy, 

especially within Blasted. If history is neither past nor present, but rather 

a future to which we as society look toward, then the tragedy that exists 

within that truth is constant and ongoing, becoming a part of everyday 

life . It is therefore significant that Kane frequently presents tragic violence 

throughout Blasted as it is the history being created, not history of the past . 

The dialogue of one character in particular, the Soldier, is a perfect 

example of my argument that Kane’s casual representation and presenta-

tion of violent conflict is so effective . The Soldier has obviously taken part 

in terrific acts and is deeply affected by them, but this does not mean that 

he is surprised that they occurred, instead giving off the tone of acceptance 

as he describes his experiences of war and conflict . In scene 3, an exchange 

between the Soldier and Ian occurs that demonstrates the nonchalant 

manner in which Kane portrays violence and the attitudes toward war . 

SOLDIER: Went to a house just outside town . All gone . Apart from 

a small boy hiding in the corner . One of the others took him outside . 

Lay him on the ground and shot him through the legs . Heard crying 

in the basement . Went down . Three men and four women . Called the 

others . They held the men while I fucked the women . Youngest was 

twelve . Didn’t cry, just lay there . Turned her over and—Then she cried . 

Made her lick me clean . Closed my eyes and thought of—Shot her 

father in the mouth . Brothers shouted . Hung them from the ceiling 

by their testicles . 

IAN: Charming . 

SOLDIER: Never done that? 

IAN: No . (Kane 43)

The outcry from the press at the premier of the play further validates 

Kane’s play, stating an “overwhelming spectacle of suffering, whether the 

scholar in question believes Blasted to be phenomenologically compelling, 
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inciting its audiences to ‘feel differently,’ or naïve, failing at the very 

ethical challenge it claims to pose .” Written within the same time period 

of the Bosnian war, it is irresponsible to assume that audiences would 

not have made the connection of this conversation with the conflict 

happening outside of the theatre walls; it is nearly impossible to remove 

the play from the context of its time (Sellar 27) . Tom Seller writes, 

“Critics painted Kane’s reflection on social hierarchies and the violence 

they engender as dangerous and dirty-minded, something nasty that 

readers should avoid thinking about at all costs” (Seller 33) . While audi-

ences who watched this conversation would likely respond with utter 

disgust, and some certainly did, Ian responds simply, with no obvious 

reaction of repulsion . The Soldier describes horrific and detestable acts, 

yet Ian’s only response is to sarcastically say “charming,” brushing off the 

violence as one might brush off a rude joke, therefore giving power to the 

violent acts in denying its atrocities (Kane 43) . As the scene continues, 

the soldier further discusses his experience with war and as he does so, 

Ian becomes increasingly uncomfortable, unable to handle not only the 

horrific depictions, but also the way in which the Soldier speaks about 

them, as if they are an unavoidable aspect of war: 

SOLDIER: Thought you were a soldier . 

IAN: Not like that . 

SOLDIER: Not like that, they’re all like that . (Kane 44)

In this way, Kane further emphasizes the idea that war is simply 

a fact of life and soldiers are expected to act as the Soldier in her play 

does . Though the Soldier eventually shows signs of remorse in his telling 

of his assumed lover, his final actions ultimately make it difficult for 

the audience to find any true sympathy for his character . Upon further 

examination, it is apparent that the Soldier is attempting a purposeful 

performance in order to make Ian squirm, taking great pleasure in his 

discomfort . The Soldier questions Ian in his ability as a reporter, especially 

in regards to war . Ian responds “I write  .  .  . stories . That’s all . Stories . 

This isn’t a story anyone wants to hear” (Kane 44) . Unsurprisingly, this 

response reverts back to the earlier discussion of whether words are an 

effective mode to represent war; in this case, Ian seems to think not . In a 

similar way that Kane uses the conversations between Ian and the Soldier 

to demonstrate the casual response to war, Carter takes the beginning of 

her novel to establish a sense of normalcy in regards to violent conflict . 

In The Passion of New Eve, Carter utilizes similar techniques, combin-

ing the seemingly realistic scenarios with the outlandish, blurring the 

line between the two and making it difficult for readers to determine 

what is real and unreal . In a later essay, “Notes from the Front Line,” 

Carter discusses the power of language and its ability to hold a mirror 

up to society, “But language is power, life and instrument of culture, 

the instrument of domination and liberation” (Wandor and Carter 70) . 

Unlike Winterson, Carter views her use of language as a means of inciting 

action, not merely an easy way to distance oneself from the politics of the 

war . In fact, Carter even goes so far as to explicitly call herself a political 

writer, “hopefully obviously” encouraging readers to “construct her own 

fiction for herself from the elements of my fictions” (74) . In other words, 

readers can be expected to take what Carter has written in her novels 

and create their own “fiction” from the elements found within the text . 

Within the context of New Eve, there are certainly a number of situations 

and occurrences within the text that enable readers to create their own 

“fiction,” due to the questions and scenarios that Carter purposefully 

leaves unanswered within the text . 

One such scenario occurs fairly early on in the plot development, 

but is one that I feel needs to be addressed . At the start of the novel, 

before Eve goes through his transformation, we catch a glimpse of the 
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postapocalyptic America he enters . Carter comes back to this aspect of 

the narrative later on in the novel, but the first occurrence that readers 

encounter becomes a seemingly open-ended question: what is the func-

tion of the simplistic, yet purposeful inclusion of destruction? Eve, upon 

his first arrival to America, experiences firsthand the violence within 

Carter’s world . Perhaps most surprising is his initial response to the 

bombing of his place of employment: “Why did I stay? I had no job, 

shortly after my interview with the occupiers they blew up the university 

so that was that  .  .  .” (Carter 14) . Carter says quite a bit more by grazing 

over this event rather than forcing Eve to give the bombing much more 

than a passing thought . She saves Eve’s shock and disgust for later on in 

the novel when Eve encounters the Mother . 

The discussion of Eve’s forced gender reassignment must be ad-

dressed in order to explain the representation of violent conflict within 

postmodern literature . Carter is famously known for dismantling grand 

narratives within her novels and Passion of New Eve is no exception, 

but what is so important about this particular novel is that it highlights 

the violence of war commonly found in grand narratives, but through 

a feminist lens . Where war is almost exclusively associated with men in 

a wide majority of narratives, Carter is able to divert this generalization 

and write groups, namely The Women, that challenge the stereotype 

while simultaneously parodying the violent conflict so often imposed by 

men in war . Unlike the obvious civil war tearing apart the United States 

that Evelyn knowingly enters upon his arrival, the gender reassignment 

comes as a complete shock to Eve, something so unfathomable to his 

male-centric character . 

Heather Johnson addresses the grotesque nature of this event in her 

essay “Textualizing the Double-Gendered Body: Forms of the Grotesque 

in The Passion of New Eve” (43) . It is not so much that the act itself is 

grotesque, it is Eve’s view of the situation . A parody of gender norms 

that is informed by the use of “grotesque .” When Eve first witnesses 

Mother, Johnson emphasizes that “Evelyn is responding as a male to 

an exaggerated female body . Evelyn’s interpretation of her own body as 

disguising rather than life-affirming is soon transferred into his new body” 

(Johnson 44) . Eve becomes an exemplification of gender ambiguity, 

becoming all the things that he desired and abused in his life as a man; 

the reassignment became his punishment . Now what is significant about 

this phenomenon to which Carter dedicates so much time in the novel, 

is its inclusion of carnage . Eve is savagely deconstructed, manipulated, 

and put back together in a new image . This new image is grotesque in 

Eve’s mind, an abject punishment where, “what disturbs identity, system, 

order . What does not respect borders, positions, rules . The in-between, 

the ambiguous, the composite” (Johnson 43) . The war on Eve’s body is 

therefore represented through its sacrifice to the goddess in the desert and 

eventual capture by Zero, stripped of her free will to make decisions about 

her own body, in every way . Despite the fact that this is completed in an 

obvious extreme, Carter elegantly provides the parallel to readers that the 

shocking acts done to Eve and the way in which her body is policed after 

she becomes a woman is a reflection of how women’s bodies are often 

not their own and a kind of reclaiming of the female body is necessary . 

Rape and its consequences, or perhaps more notably the lack of 

consequences, is a prominent theme within both Carter’s and Kane’s 

works . Although it is approached with a vastly different point of view, 

the inclusion of this horrendous event acts as a deterrent for both authors . 

Zero’s assault of both Evelyn and Tristessa is obviously included, put at 

the forefront of the reader’s mind . Almost immediately after her invol-

untary gender reassignment, she encounters Zero, where “he raped me 

unceremoniously in the sand in front of his ranch house after he dragged 

me from the helicopter, while his seven wives stood round in a circle, 

giggling and applauding” (Carter 86) . This representation is another 
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example of matter-of-fact and explicit tone that accompanies much of 

Carter’s novel, the main functionality of which never allows readers to 

get comfortable with the text on the page, making it an excellent strategy 

to force readers to consider plots beyond the grand narrative that Carter 

so often fights against . 

In Blasted, Kane conveys rape in two very different ways . First and 

much more obviously, Ian’s rape at the conclusion of the play that is 

abruptly staged and given significant focus . Second, and, as Kim Solga 

notes, often overlooked by critics, is Cate’s rape at the start of scene 2 . Her 

interpretation of this scene builds off of Carney’s Theatre Survey article, 

but expands on his questioning of the operation of violence in Kane’s 

play . The occurrence of the rape itself does not go completely unnoted, 

but as Solga explains, its lack of staging and “unnoticed” violence are what 

make Cate’s experience so incredibly striking (346) . Solga’s argument 

brings an essential point into question: what does the audience gain from 

what it cannot visibly see being performed on the stage? To answer this 

question, Solga scrutinizes the violence that is outside of the frame of 

the actors and stage . She specifically points to Cate’s rape by Ian and 

its lack of attention by the text, what she calls a “non-event” (352) . 

Kane’s deliberate exclusion of staging Cate’s rape is a purposeful, elusive 

method that forces audiences to look beyond the theatre walls, distancing 

themselves from “too-comfortable spectatorship” (356) . While Ian’s rape 

is physically more prominent (literally seen on stage), Cate’s violent sexual 

assault is a representation of how society dealt with sexual violence toward 

women by keeping it hidden and out of the frame of mind . While the 

audience cannot physically see what is being done to Cate, the purposeful 

off-staging of the assault holds fast to the viewer’s mind: “Cate’s rape 

raises the very questions realism papers over, questions about the limits 

of our vision and possibility that seeing and knowing are not necessarily 

coeval” (360) . The fact that the audience does not have the opportunity 

to supply a definite answer regarding her experience is what makes Kane’s 

decision to leave it unstaged work so well . 

It is apparent that the violent conflict Carter and Kane include is done 

in a way that evokes not a superficial emotional response from its readers 

and viewers, but instead strengthens the reception of war that cannot 

possibly be forgotten . These two authors are able to take indescribable 

horrors and insert them into their works with a casual disposition that 

only makes them more striking . Winterson claims, that devastation and 

rape are “Words about war that are easy on the eye,” but Carter and Kane 

take this idea and dismantle it, efficaciously incorporating themes of war 

that are anything but “easy on the eye .” 
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Hawaiian Creole English:

History, Structure, and Cultural Attitude

Rachel Adams

In the English language, there are many different vernaculars 
or dialects based on any of several factors: ethnicity, culture, 
location, or even some other factor . Hawaiian Creole English 

(HCE), commonly referred to as Pidgin, is one of these, although it 
may be unfamiliar to many English speakers in the contiguous 48 
states . In fact, to some, HCE may not look or sound like English 
at all, and its status has become a point of contention among 
linguists, politicians, educators, and more . While there may be 
many advantages and disadvantages to speaking HCE, certainly the 
culture related to the language is too valuable to lose .

In order to fully understand the development, structure, and criti-

cisms of HCE, one must understand Hawaii’s rich history as a cultural 

melting pot . Certainly, all of the United States is often considered a 

melting pot, but Hawaii is unique in its blend of Polynesian, East Asian, 

and European cultures (Wang) .

The Hawaiian Islands were first settled by Polynesian sea-voyagers 

circa 300-600 C .E . These new inhabitants of the islands brought with 

them the culture and language of their homeland elsewhere in the 

Pacific . This explains the linguistic similarities between Hawaiian and 

other Polynesian languages, such as Marquesan or Tahitian (Jonssen) . 
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Another wave of migrations did not occur until circa 1000-1300 C .E . 

After this wave, the islands were left in isolation, likely due to Hawaii’s 

extreme distance from other land (Hawaiihistory .org) . During this period 

of isolation, Hawaiian language and culture evolved separately from their 

predecessors .

In 1778, Captain James Cook was the first European to make contact 

with the Hawaiian people . Cook kept journals of his time in Hawaii, 

which were then published, opening the Hawaiian Islands to the world . 

Soon, many Europeans began traveling to the islands, leading to extreme 

economic and political changes . Increased trade led to a shift away 

from the previous method of subsistence farming, while Kamehameha 

used European weapons to take control of the main Hawaiian Islands 

(Hawaiihistory .org) .

While other sources of trade began to diminish, the newly planted 

sugar cane plantations became a booming industry in Hawaii . Soon 

the growth of the industry led plantation owners to begin importing 

workers from Asia, beginning in 1850 with Chinese immigrants, and by 

1887 there were 26,000 Chinese plantation workers in Hawaii . Between 

1868 and 1924, 7,300 Koreans and 200,000 Japanese had arrived in 

Hawaii . In 1906, a significant number of Filipinos began immigrating 

to Hawaii, with their number continuously growing until the Great 

Depression, when many returned to the Philippines . Although most 

immigrant plantation workers arrived from Asian countries, there was 

also a significant number of Portuguese and Puerto Rican workers . It is 

important to note that, while the workers were there of their own free will 

and were paid, the white plantation owners developed a strict hierarchy of 

ethnic groups on the plantations, effectively separating people of different 

races and preventing them from organizing (Barton) .

The need for a common language on plantations is truly what created 

HCE, although the seeds had been planted as early as the first European 

contact . At first the common language was Hawaiian, which then shifted 

to Pidgin Hawaiian, which was based on Hawaiian, as opposed to Pidgin 

English, which is based on the English language . However, these pidgins 

were very different from today’s Pidgin or HCE . That is because, although 

HCE is often referred to as Pidgin, it is actually a creole, and the two 

are very different .

A pidgin is a language that is not a native language to anyone, and 

arises out of a mutual need for communication between speakers of 

different languages . A creole is a language that stems from a pidgin, but 

reaches the point at which it is a native language for a group of people . 

Both forms of language take vocabulary and/or structure from one or 

more languages, but they are typically much simpler than the languages 

from which they stem (Schiffman) . Another and perhaps better-known 

example of a creole is Haitian Creole, which is based on French and spoken 

in Haiti (Muysken) . One aspect of creole languages is the presence of a 

lexifier, or the language which constitutes most of the creole . In the case 

of HCE, English is the lexifier . However, much of the structure and some 

of the vocabulary comes from Hawaiian, with Japanese, Cantonese, and 

Portuguese playing smaller roles in the composition of HCE (Muysken) .

Later, as more Americans began to do business in Hawaii and as the 

population of Native Hawaiians began to drop (largely due to disease), 

Pidgin Hawaiian shifted to Pidgin English, which was based more on 

English than Hawaiian . Still, Pidgin English was only a language used 

on plantations or in other communications across languages, and those 

in the Islands spoke their own language to those of their own ethnic 

groups (Department of Second Language Studies University of Hawai‘i 

at Mānoa) .

Although many immigrant workers returned to their home countries 

after they finished their time on the plantations, a significant number 

chose to make Hawaii their home . In the early twentieth century, the 



number of Hawaiian-born native speakers of Pidgin English became 

equal to the number of foreign-born speakers . The role of the language 

further changed as more children of immigrants began to attend school 

where it was much easier to use Pidgin than to learn an entirely new 

language . Pidgin English then became prominent in every aspect of life, 

and, as there were many native speakers of the language, Pidgin could 

then be classified as a creole, becoming Hawaiian Creole English as it is 

today (Department of Second Language Studies University of Hawai‘i 

at Mānoa) . 

Now that the historical and social background of HCE has been es-

tablished, it is possible to delve into the structure of the language . English 

has had the largest impact on HCE, possibly due to English-speakers 

being in positions of power on plantations, and most of the vocabulary 

is made of English words . In fact, some phrases are quite easily discern-

able to an English-speaker . However, most often, the grammar and odd 

usage of English words may make it quite confusing . For example, in 

HCE, cockaroach [sic] means “to steal” (Department of Second Language 

Studies University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa) . This shift in meaning could 

possibly stem from the abundance of extremely large cockroaches in 

Hawaii, which are known to come indoors to steal food (Kusano) .

Additionally, HCE exhibits a common phenomenon of pidgins 

and creoles in which there are no verb tenses (Schiffman) . While the 

verb stays the same, wen is used before the verb to indicate past tense, 

and gon is used to indicate future tense . For example, “Dey wen pein 

hiz skin” means “They painted his skin,” and “Yu gon trn in yaw 

pepa leit?” translates to “Are you going to turn in your paper late?” 

(Ermile Hargrove) . Although HCE is often written in a way that 

emulates the accent of its speakers, there is no standardized spelling 

system because the language is primarily spoken rather than written 

(Thompson), possibly due to its history as a plantation language and to 
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its origins in Hawaiian, which was historically a strictly oral language 

(Hawaiihistory .org) .

Although English has contributed the most vocabulary to HCE, 

Hawaiian has contributed the most to grammar and word order . 

English-derived words are arranged in a way that, if translated directly 

to Hawaiian, would already be in the correct order . For example, in HCE 

a sentence would be arranged like the following: “E Kanani, smart you .” 

In English, that is literally “Kanani, smart you,” but would be translated 

as “Kanani, you are smart .” However, in Hawaiian, the phrase would be 

“Kanani, akamai ‘oe.” Akamai means “smart” or “clever,” and ‘oe means 

“you” (Department of Second Language Studies University of Hawai‘i 

at Mānoa) . Hawaiian has contributed some vocabulary to HCE as well . 

Some examples are pau (finished), pilau (filthy) (Hargrove, et al .), niele 

(curious), and ohana (family) (Department of Second Language Studies 

University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa) .

Japanese and Cantonese both have reinforced the grammar patterns 

found in Hawaiian, and Japanese has also contributed some vocabulary, 

such as bocha (bathe), tako (octopus), and obake (ghost) (Department of 

Second Language Studies University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa) (Hargrove, 

et al .) . Portuguese, too, has lent vocabulary words such as malassada (a 

type of doughnut) and babooz (idiot) and through the adoption and 

transformation of the Portuguese word estar (stay) in phrases such as 

“John stay happy” (John is happy) (Department of Second Language 

Studies University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa) .

Although only a low percentage of Hawaiian citizens reported that they 

spoke HCE in the 2009-2013 Census, it is estimated that the language may be 

used by 100,000 to 200,000 people in their daily lives (Simons) . However, many 

still list English as their first language, even if they spoke HCE first (Yokota) . 

Attitudes toward HCE vary greatly on the island . Some view it as a valuable 

part of the islands’ history and culture, while others find it uneducated and 
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improper, and even native speakers do not believe it is a language . This explains 

why those speakers may not have listed it as their first language in the Census .

Historically, the United States Government has targeted languages 

other than English and sought to eliminate them by banning them in 

schools . For example, beginning in the late nineteenth century on the 

mainland, Native American children were forced to attend English-only 

schools . Missionary schools attempted to resist the legislation, but were 

threatened with an end to their government funding . At the beginning 

of the twentieth century, the United States made English the mandatory 

language of instruction in its colonies, including Hawaii (Crawford) . 

In 1887, new boarding schools, called Kamehameha Schools, were 

established after the model used on the mainland for Native American 

boarding schools . The first class of students of the Kamehameha Schools 

walked out when told that they could not speak Hawaiian . It wasn’t 

until 1896 that the Hawaiian language was officially banned in public 

and private schools, a policy that remained in effect when Hawaii was 

annexed by the United States in 1898 . Teachers were threatened with 

termination of employment, and students were severely punished for 

speaking Hawaiian (’Aha Pūnana Leo) .

When Hawaiian was banned in schools, the students were forced to 

find another form of language . The schoolchildren had already learned 

Pidgin (the predecessor to HCE) from their parents and had used it 

in interactions with people of different ethnic backgrounds . When 

Hawaiian was banned, children began to communicate in Pidgin, 

but they also replaced many of the Hawaiian words with English 

equivalents to comply with the English-only rules . Soon, all of the 

schoolchildren, both Native Hawaiians and immigrants, began using 

this language to communicate with one another, and as the language 

began to standardize by the year 1920, it became HCE as it is today 

(’Aha Pūnana Leo) .

Although the final form of HCE was established in schools, it 

would not remain there . There was much stigma about the language 

that remains to this day . One possible reason for this is that the 

language began on plantations and may have acquired a stigma from 

being a language spoken by “lower-class” workers and immigrants . 

Another reason, which persists to this day, is that because of HCE’s 

similarity to English, the language may sound to some like a form 

of “broken” or “substandard” English (Hargrove, et al .) . Almost im-

mediately after HCE became commonly utilized in schools, educators 

were already trying to put an end to it . They wanted children to learn 

and use Standard English, and they viewed HCE as a threat to that goal 

(Yokota) . This created a “hostile environment” (Yokota) for HCE in 

schools, which has caused lasting damage for the language even today . 

Some even question whether HCE may be to blame for poor test scores 

throughout the state of Hawaii (Kua) . One way that educators found 

to improve the education of Standard English was to instill a sense of 

its value over HCE in children and to teach them to devalue HCE . In 

this way, children would be more likely to abandon HCE . By 1946, 

students were required to pass an English speech exam in order to 

graduate and pursue higher education (Yokota) . This could perhaps 

be compared to the speaking portions of today’s Test of English as a 

Foreign Language (TOEFL) .

Although there is no official policy against HCE in schools, Standard 

English is still the official language of instruction, and it is up to individual 

educators and schools how to handle the use of HCE (Wong) . However, 

some still take an adamant stance against it . Mitsugi Nakashima, a former 

chairman of Hawaii’s Board of Education said that “If people speak pidgin 

English, they will think pidgin English and will then write in pidgin 

English” (Kua) . This statement brings up an important consideration: 

does anyone write in the same way that they speak?
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There are many different dialects of English throughout the world, 

and there are even many different subgroups of those . For example, 

American English can be broken up into many dialects based on location 

or ethnicity . Some can be described by a different accent and differ-

ent slang terms, while others even have differing grammar . Those that 

drastically differ from Standard English often are open to debates on 

their language status, like HCE . Although people throughout the United 

States speak different forms of English, students are still taught in high 

school and/or university how to write in a formal setting . If students as 

a whole all over the country seem to manage switching between their 

local vernacular and a more “proper” form of English, one may wonder 

why some view HCE as such a problem . If one has not lived in Hawaii 

and experienced the culture, it may be confusing to hear of the heated 

debate surrounding HCE . However, there is an easy comparison that 

will likely be more familiar to Mainland Americans: African American 

Vernacular English (AAVE), which is commonly referred to as Ebonics .

AAVE was first identified by linguists in the 1960s as “Nonstandard 

Negro English .” AAVE is characterized by specific slang terms (bling-

bling, phat) (Rickford), different pronunciation (a loss of consonants on 

the ends of words), and changes in grammar (omission of present tense 

“is” and “are,” use of “be” without conjugation) (Rickford) . While AAVE 

may have become popular with young people of all races, it still faces 

heavy discrimination by the general public . AAVE, HCE, Cajun English, 

and others have been associated with lower classes and as a result have 

been stigmatized as inferior (Kua) . Although Standard English should be 

used in formal writing, there is no reason that use of a cultural vernacular 

should be discouraged in casual speech . While classes may still be taught 

in “proper” English, schoolchildren should be allowed to speak to their 

peers in a way that is comfortable to them, and families should be allowed 

to use whichever language suits them at home without discrimination .

Despite the opposition toward the language, HCE is a valid form of 

communication that provides a link to the rich history of the Hawaiian 

Islands . It is a way for many people to connect to their culture and form a 

strong sense of identity that could be lost if use of the language continues 

to be discouraged and attacked . Alan Ramos, a specialist in English as a 

Second Language in the Department of Education in Hawaii said about 

HCE that “It’s a language of solidarity” (Kua) . It is an important part 

of American society, no matter how small, because it recognizes the 

country’s history as a melting pot of immigrants from around the world . 

Immigration is such a huge factor in the culture of the United States, 

and modern Hawaiian culture is unique in its blend of Asian and Pacific 

cultures that is not prevalent in the contiguous 48 states . Therefore, use of 

Hawaiian Creole English should be encouraged because it is a celebration 

of heritage and recognition of struggle and growth .
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2016’s Cultural Malaise: Memes and Depressed 
Teens

Alexandra Dagget and Zeph Webster

If there’s any consensual opinion on the year 2016 as a whole it is 
this: 2016 was awful . Awful to the point that when prompted to 
express thoughts about 2016, people respond first with a general 

(often sardonic) expression of hyperbolic misery, but they say it in a 
way that borders on relief, as if they understand that their job is not to 
answer honestly, but to further carry on the collective understanding 
of a miserable 2016 . This is rhetorically significant for many reasons . 
People of all ages will remember the year with ambiguous feelings 
of pessimism, but for the post 9/11, newly politically aware youths, 
identifiable as both Millennials and Generation Z, 2016 has provided 
a benchmark for personal and historic misery; it was our first true 
taste of a year shrouded in endless controversy and national buzz, 
like that of the infamous 1968 to an older generation . In this essay 
we wish to suggest that there is a tendency of this in-group—young, 
college-educated liberals—to default to misery; that this tendency 
has less to do with the genuine unpleasant events of 2016 than with 
the narrative of the year’s unpleasantness; and that this narrative 
set us up for seeking out and defaulting to misery . We also wish to 
suggest that the tendency to react negatively and transmit misery—
particularly through the spreading of internet memes—is indicative 
of other kairotic patterns in young, college-educated liberals .

Perhaps the most significant aspect regarding the impact of 2016 is 

that the year’s events are not as important in understanding our misery 

as the narrative of our misery itself . This is not to say that the events 
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weren’t important, only that their primary importance was kicking off our 

emotional narrative . These events include a barrage of celebrity deaths, the 

Brussels attack, the shooting of Harambe the gorilla, the Pulse Nightclub 

shooting, Brexit, Zika outbreaks, the creepy clown hoax, the Nice attack, 

the Dallas shootings, the US presidential election, and finally, President-

Elect Donald Trump .

The first reason we know the events of 2016 were less effective than 

our emotional narrative is that many of the details of these events (or 

even some entire events themselves) have already been forgotten . It 

could be that there were too many events to remember . An apt symbolic 

representation of this situation is the difference between stepping on a 

single nail versus stepping on a bed of nails; when the abstract pain of 

the group becomes overwhelming, no one nail stands out singularly and 

the specific instances become more forgettable . 2016 was the equivalent 

to this bed of nails: the instances of mythic stalker clowns or a terrorist 

shooting take the back seat to the feeling of all the year’s events . This 

is how misery becomes vague . When we talk about 2016, we are not 

actually talking about historical events, we are using the year as an abstract 

term which we can use to express the self-loathing qualities that we are 

often not able to share . Like everything truly ingrained into society, this 

narrative formed accidentally, not through focused discourse or analysis, 

but through subtle trends: entertainment, communication, rhetorical 

artifacts, etc . For the ingroup of young, college-educated people, this 

was the casual spreading of memes .

Richard Dawkins identified and defined the word meme in his 1976 

book The Selfish Gene . He took a biological approach to the word by 

inventing “the term ‘memes’ to stand for items that are reproduced 

by imitation rather than reproduced genetically” (Millikan 16) . The 

concept later grew to represent larger ideas in regard to culture, such 

as cultural fads like pop dances, Flat Stanley, and planking . These 

trends gain traction because of their easily imitable nature, allowing 

people of all demographics to participate . Today, however, when we 

talk about memes, we are usually referring to internet memes such as 

Salt Bae, Arthur’s Fist, and White Guy Blinking, where a common 

image, GIF, video, text, etc . is applied to many different situations 

and shared across the internet . During a talk in June 2013, Dawkins 

labeled internet memes as a subset of his original definition, stating 

that an internet meme is “one deliberately altered by human creativity” 

(Saatchi) . The swift rate at which internet memes go viral only increases 

the quick-spreading, imitable aspects of popular trends, and, therefore, 

perpetuates a culture in which we identify ourselves through memes . 

The internet meme—like a biological gene—is a “unit of culture” (an 

idea, belief, pattern of behavior, etc .) that is transferred among cultures 

and reproduces quickly . The internet meme, then, is a rhetorical artifact 

that spreads throughout culture .

Memes are inspired by current events, among other things, but in 

a year as dense with news stories as 2016 this source was particularly 

relevant . Just as the press was reporting the events that made up 2016, 

social media thrived with memes of these events . One of the most well-

known instances of news informing internet discourse is Harambe, a 

gorilla from the Cincinnati Zoo, who was killed as a defense measure 

when a child entered his cage . Initially the nation was outraged . Animal 

rights activists deemed it a tragedy and felt the killing was unjustified, 

while supporters of the shooting argue that the zoo acted justly, and 

many on either side of the political aisle argued that the child’s mother 

was to blame . After the event, many people contrasted the outrage over 

a particular gorilla’s death with the lack of empathy toward the Black 

Lives Matter movement, and eventually there were enough resonating 

controversies surrounding Harambe that it was nearly impossible to 

discover what made this story such a big deal . For the early months of 
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summer, the nation was outraged over the gorilla’s death and outraged 

over the outrage of the gorilla’s death, but inevitably the news channels 

moved on to other events, the controversy fizzled out, and Harambe 

was forgotten . Then in the later summer months Harambe entered the 

cultural conversation again, this time not as an ethical thinkpiece or a 

catalyst for social justice but as a meme . Soon we were barraged with 

Harambe memes such as an interstate sign tampered withz to read “Dicks 

out for Harambe” (Dicks out for Harambe), shot glasses that bear the 

gorilla’s likeness and state, “Take a shot for Harambe he took one for you” 

(Verity), or a diagram of the infamous trolley problem wherein Harambe 

sits on one set of tracks and the text above reads, “If you pull the lever, 

Harambe will die . If you don’t, his existence will never be appreciated . 

What do you value higher? Harambe or the idea of Harambe?” (Trolley 

Problem Harambe the Gorilla) .

As Harambe dominated news headlines and the Facebook feeds of 

twenty-year-olds everywhere, another style of meme was at work inform-

ing the cultural mindset: nihilist memes . This genre was used by many 

popular sources, but most significantly by the Facebook page Nihilist 

Memes . They vary in their source of humor, but it seems to us that 

there are typically three types of posts . First is the pseudo-philosophical . 

These are memes that use pop philosophical references and imagery in 

a more standard meme form . For example, Engles’s cartoon portrayal 

of Max Stirner paired with text reading, “the wise man bowed his head 

solemnly and spoke: ‘theres actually zero difference between good & bad 

things . You imbecile . You fucking moron’ ” (sic) (Nihilist Memes 13 

November), a photoshopped Nietzsche wearing a “Bisches don’t know 

bout my zarathustra” T-shirt (Nihilist Memes 29 May), or another trolley 

problem diagram wherein Albert Camus helms the lever and text reads, 

“There’s only one serious philosophical trolley problem” (Nihilist Memes 

29 August) .

In synthesizing genuine philosophy with memes, this subsection 

has many effects . The meme can either quickly inform observers about 

certain philosophical figures, ideas, ideologies, and problems that they 

might not be aware of, or if they already know about the ideas, the 

memes conjure up the philosophical ideas in the background . Either 

way the connection to real philosophy provides a kind of truth in the 

observer’s head and grants legitimacy to the page’s name, confirming 

that these are in fact nihilist memes . Putting these philosophical ideas in 

the context of casual internet memes also has rhetorical consequences . 

When the line between philosophy (which sophomorically educated, 

privileged, young liberals assume implies truth) and the casualness of 

memes is mixed, problems arise . First, it waters down the philosophy, 

turning existential, absurd, cynical, and truly nihilistic things into an 

abstract kind of pessimism . It also normalizes the darkness of these 

philosophies . This is informed by the commonplaces of the in-group 

that follows these memes . Many privileged and educated liberals in their 

mid-teens to early twenties follow a commonplace that says, “All young, 

educated liberals are depressed .” When people say things like “I’m going 

to kill myself” or share these depressed memes, such as bleach in a coffee 

maker or a smiling girl hitchhiking to her death, the images fall into the 

category of self-deprecating jokes . Young, college-educated liberals find 

self-deprecating comments humorous because these memes fall in line 

with the perceived in-group of depressed millennials; when members of 

this particular in-group chuckle at these jokes, people are encouraged 

to keep commenting and posting memes to validate their worth in the 

group . Because so many members of this generation follow the com-

monplace of depression, social-media posts and suicidal phrases amuse 

us and lead us to a complementary commonplace that states, “Suicide/

death is funny .” This commonplace stems from people’s tendency to 

lean on humor as a coping mechanism to process actual feelings of stress 



and anxiety . This is exactly what young, college-educated liberals are 

enacting when they create and share memes; they closely follow the 

saying, “Laugh so you don’t cry .”

The last kind of nihilist meme is perhaps the most telling in terms 

of a general malaise . These memes consist not of images that conjure 

philosophical or dark sentiments, but at worst unsatisfying or falsely 

advertised images such as toilet paper frustratingly and inconveniently 

far from the seat (Nihilist Memes 3 Jan), a Rubik’s cube with one off 

color in an otherwise solved side (Nihilist Memes 3 Jan), or a box of 

Not Pockets which claim to be “Just Bread” (Nihilist Memes 28 Dec) . 

It should be obvious that there is nothing remotely nihilistic, existential, 

absurd, or even sad about these images, but by being positioned alongside 

imagery drenched in negative philosophy and suicidal embellishments, 

these memes are framed in a way that allows the observer’s mind to create 

connections where none exist . Thus these rather innocent images become 

part of a negative dialogue and give way for people to practice making 

nihilism out of nothing . This also demonstrates the idea of depression 

spreading across the ingroup like Richard Dawkins’s original definition 

of a meme .

The pessimistic narrative was in full swing by the end of 2016, and 

it ultimately built up the final miserable meme of 2016: the year itself . 

For months, we were living in a self-deprecating think tank, where the 

default form of verbal communion—our most valuable joke—was our 

shared malaise . By November this had connected not only with our 

focused in-group, namely college-educated liberals, but with most groups 

of people anyway . It wasn’t just memes that had become soiled with 

diluted nihilism; it was politics, pop culture, news, and media . This led 

to memes such as the following: a skit set in a futuristic history class . The 

teacher says, “So, we’ve finished 2015 . On to 2017!” The Student replies: 

what about 2016—” . Finally, the Teacher says, “We don’t talk about 
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2016” (Brogan) . Among the most ubiquitous were variations of the “Me 

at the Beginning of 2016 vs Me at the End of 2016,” which featured 

examples such as an image of Mark Hamill’s boyish Luke Skywalker from 

the original 1976 Star Wars film, and the haggard Skywalker in 2015’s 

The Force Awakens (Burks)—the joke being that one had gone through 

so much turmoil in the course of the year that we had all become older, 

defeated, decrepit, and cynical . And an apt, final example is the stock 

image of a girl approaching her father . She asks him to tell her about 2016, 

to which her dad replies, “ok hold on,” pounds three shots of tequila and 

says “it all started with this f**cking gorilla” (Brogan) .

Near the end of November, memes about the shared sense of misery 

brought on by the events of 2016 became omnipresent, and as soon as the 

idea of a mutually terrible 2016 was suggested, we granted legitimacy to 

our impressions and put in motion a negative mindset . In the same way 

our brains connect nihilism to Not Pockets, we connected our pessimistic 

feelings about 2016 to everything that followed, giving our depressed 

mindsets momentum, making the last few months of the year particularly 

unbearable . We couldn’t help ourselves . We turned the narrative of our 

year into a meme . We made it casual, and it was fitting because the black 

humor, the misery, and the fun, reflected something profound . Once the 

narrative was spotted we made meaning out of it, then we beat ourselves 

with casual unhappiness, and misery became our default . You can see it in 

the ways teens talk . The way we casually put suicide on our hypothetical 

to-do lists, the way we make light of horrible metaphors, the way we 

ignore those who say these things on a daily basis . Calling attention to 

our own cultural depression functions as our way of excusing it .

Returning to the idea of perceiving a sense of belonging in the young, 

college-educated, liberal in-group, many of its members adopt a similar 

but separate “Depression is representative of our identity” commonplace . 

This is where Harambe memes, philosophical memes, and generalized 
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misery memes become part of the discourse . Because this generation 

identifies so strongly with an overarching theme of malaise, viewing 

images of almost-complete Rubik’s cubes or “Not Pockets” often elicits 

a verbal response of “same” or “me” from young, college-educated 

liberals . People say these words as if they can personally relate to 

the images they are viewing, tagging themselves, which attaches their 

identity to the depressed undertones of the memes . Even more fascinat-

ing, members of this generation essentially universally understand this 

language of comical and ironic self-identification . We will discuss 

this more in-depth later . Furthermore, while most people are familiar 

with the objectification of women, young, college-educated liberals 

seem unaware that the commonplace “Depression is representative 

of our identity” essentially objectifies those who believe it by aligning 

their emotions with seemingly depressing images of random items . 

Essentially, through the alignment of emotions with inanimate ob-

jects, we are playing into the metaphor that “people are things .” This 

objectification allows the in-group to detach from their feelings, and 

thus use memes to display a sad, somewhat empty portrayal of very 

real sentiments that people experience . 

The commonplaces we have listed above (“All young, college-

educated liberals are depressed” and “Depression is representative of 

our identity”) both contribute to the primary metaphor of this analysis: 

“Sadness is death .” In this metaphor, death poses as the physical act of 

being dead, rather than a concept (because bodies contain souls, and 

therefore also act as a symbol of life) . Most metaphors are spatial and 

strongly relate to the human body . In this sense, “Sadness is death” 

remains incredibly similar to “Laughing is death .” This occurs when 

examining phrases like, “Stop, you’re killing me,” which a chuckling 

person may say when someone’s jokes are so funny that they cannot 

stop laughing . An inability to cease laughter often results in one losing 

their breath, keeling over from pain in the abdomen, and in some 

cases crying . Similarly, with grief and anxiety, someone may utter 

the phrase, “I feel so awful, I could die .” Once again, someone may 

experience loss of breath, sobbing, and unstoppable shaking . This is 

also why having a panic attack sometimes feels like a heart attack; the 

body evokes physical reactions for emotional stimuli . We adhere to the 

“Sadness is death” metaphor so closely because to us, losing control 

of our bodies is dangerous . Losing control makes us physically and 

mentally vulnerable; we cannot focus or sufficiently complete tasks if 

we are out of breath, our eyes are bleary, or we are in pain . It seems, 

however, that people would very much rather lack control as a result 

of humor than of grief . This preference is the primary cause of memes 

because, as we have previously stated, people would rather deal with 

emotions through laughter than through crying .

As any other metaphor does, “Sadness is death” hides and highlights 

certain elements . “Sadness is death” highlights familiar feelings of anxiety 

and depression that everyone experiences in their life, though the meta-

phor hyperbolizes these emotions . This metaphor also hides one’s true 

intentions and veils their literal message in terms of feelings . For example, 

if someone announces, “I want to kill myself,” they typically do not truly 

mean that they want to die, but that they are feeling somber or stressed . 

These highlighted and hidden principles are also translatable to memes . 

Another one of the memes we discovered while conducting our research 

states, “May the cigarettes I light bring cancer,” and is an indirect example 

of these characteristics . The meme itself doesn’t explicitly reference death, 

but it comments on a critical disease that could very likely result in death; 

no one is rationally wishing to be diagnosed with cancer . Therefore, it 

highlights feelings of misery and malaise, but hides the fact that the creator 

or poster does not actually want cancer; it highlights the emotion but 

hides the literal meaning .
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Now that we have established the basis behind miserable memes, 

we can analyze the effects and importance of these memes in a cultural 

context . First, the previously mentioned commonplaces and metaphors 

demonstrate that, because people rely on humor to cope with various 

life events, memes make it simpler for people to learn about horrendous 

events without feeling immense guilt or pain . This coping mechanism 

is why so many late night TV shows, such as The Tonight Show or 

Saturday Night Live, create skits and games around the current state 

of our nation, specifically focusing on politics . Memes reflect the same 

goal: to inform and shield . For example, some politicians, like Donald 

Trump or Sean Spicer, are so inept that it is easier to make fun of 

them than to fear for the wellbeing of the United States . Similarly, 

this is the philosophy incorporated when creating memes dedicated to 

tragic events, such as the Harambe shooting . While humor is helpful 

in terms of bringing awareness to and coping with certain issues, it 

does not allow young, college-educated liberals to truly process the 

scope of emotions surrounding any singular event, which perpetuates 

a culture of detached teens .

Aside from harboring humor to cope, young, college-educated liber-

als self-identify with images of random items, which, in a way, influences 

the objectification of meme consumers . When they say “same” or “me” 

to the Not Pockets meme, it is assumed that they are implying they are 

empty inside . However, they are not stating this in actual human terms, 

but rather creating an analogy to an inanimate object that has no living 

qualities whatsoever . This is where emotional detachment begins to take 

place . By equating one’s emotions to an object, young, college-educated 

liberals create a façade of indifference . This indifference is affected by the 

sheer amount of memes that exist on the internet; people are constantly 

exposed to memes on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, and the only 

options they are left with are to share the post or keep scrolling . The 

flood of memes essentially prevents young, college-educated liberals from 

discussing their problems with literal language, and allows them to rely 

on insignificant images to get their message across . 

While memes help to create a culture where people are discouraged 

from discussing emotion in literal terms, this culture also develops its 

own quasi-discourse . By “discourse,” we are referring to the words “same” 

and “me” that we have mentioned above . These are the terms that help 

identify person-object analogies . When self-identifying with a meme, 

one does not need to utter more than a single word for almost any 

member of the young, college-educated liberal in-group to understand 

the implications behind their message . Perhaps the reason why meme 

culture promotes separation from emotion is that young people do not 

know how to address their issues; they are so used to speaking in one-

word codes and images that it is difficult to find the language necessary 

to engage with and describe their emotions . To be clear, the fact that 

people find emotions difficult to express is not a new concept; it is the 

specific way that current young, college-educated liberals avoid discussing 

emotions that is interesting . However, at least this simplified form of 

communication allows young people to express themselves in some way, 

however ineffective that way may be .

Finally, the nature of depressing memes and self-deprecation remains 

cyclical; memes boost a young, college-educated liberal’s sense of identity, 

but can also be harmful to their mental health . It can also negatively affect 

those who may feel uncomfortable with the idea of death or suicide, or 

who are not part of the young, college-educated liberal in-group . Because 

members of this in-group identify themselves as depressed, they believe 

they are free to make suicide jokes and memes constantly . However, 

if someone not part of a depressed in-group makes a similar joke, it 

is inappropriate and unacceptable . This is similar to how members of 

certain in-groups such as race, are implicitly allowed to call each other 
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derogatory terms, but members of out-groups cannot act the same way 

without adverse consequences . This seems to be a pretty common social 

rule; however, that does not mean that people should not get offended . 

Creators and sharers of nihilist memes must use caution in determining 

if it is safe to post these images with regards to their audiences; they 

must consider others’, such as friends or relatives, triggers and feelings, 

not simply their own . Posting memes follows a thin line between funny 

and offensive . 

2016 has been the year of the meme . People have countlessly relied 

on an overarching theme of misery to create depressingly humorous 

content online, which has built up a culture of emotionally detached, 

suicidal, young, college-educated liberals . The year will most likely be 

referred to as a tarnish on the twenty-first century, an epic failure by 

mankind, a brutal punishment, a fight to the death, as depicted by 

the 2016 memes above . With the emergence of newly popularized 

Wholesome Memes—an explicit and purposeful response to Nihilist 

Memes—speaking directly to the widespread misery of today’s youth, 

2017 will hopefully be a year to reverse, or at least subvert the world’s 

devastatingly present malaise . No matter which events take place in a 

set period of time, memes will continue to evolve and follow whichever 

trends young people are promoting . Memes are both representative of 

a culture, while also simultaneously creating a culture . Commonplaces, 

metaphors, and specific language will continue to affect our world, 

regardless of the number of tragedies in a given year . Just like the seasons 

change or the body grows, our identities will continue to shape and be 

shaped by memes . 

Some words, postea:

There is a thought—it may be a cliché, it may be a commonplace, 

profound or exaggerated it seems impossible to tell—that time reveals 

truth . The thought is that distance, whether through time or proximity, 

will shed light upon a particular sentiment and reveal its true nature . If 

something has staying power, it is more real; if something lasts, it was 

valid all along . 

It has been almost a year since this piece was started, since its authors 

began pontificating, reflecting upon, and synthesizing the mess we felt 

around us . We felt what we were saying was merited and we felt it 

with urgency, electricity, and—above all—angst, true products of our 

2016 environment; it seems appropriate that the piece could not be 

completely finished until time had proven these musings either legitimate 

or merely reflexive . We hold this to be true now because we have come 

out the other side . We have experienced 2017 as the natural progression 

of 2016’s cacophonous events, and yet there is something uncanny about 

our survival . In the year since this essay was first written, time has indeed 

proven to be a great divider of logos and pathos . Having taken time to 

reflect, we see now that the negative sentiment toward this particular 

time period is indeed cultivated and reproduced by online culture and 

the spread of depressed memes .

This essay previously closed with an allusion to Wholesome Memes 

because its relevance felt impossible to ignore; it responded not only 

to Nihilist Memes, the page and the pattern, but the effects which it 

conjured . It was the beginning of our new conversation with ourselves 

through memes . Since then we have used memes in 2017 not as a crux, not 

as fuel to feed our depression, but as therapy, and indeed, our malaise feels 

lifted . This may be because our emotional exhaustion and desensitization 

from these terrible, now everyday, occurrences simply does not allow 

young, college-educated liberals to even joke around or pay attention 

to the stories plastered all over the news and social media . Or perhaps it 

is because of Wholesome Memes, which is dedicated to posting about 

the simple and carefree aspects of life, such as pets, friendship, love, and 

appreciation .
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The 2017 world feels lighter: we no longer use pessimistic shorthand 

as our default human connection, we no longer use suicide as a sort of 

easy talking point, we look forward to the Christmas season ahead instead 

of the dystopia that for us then was to start in January .

And yet something is still so wrong .

The reality is that the dystopia has set in . It began a long time ago 

and is now the water in which we blindly swim . We are indeed living in 

the worst-case scenario that our memes and our depressed subconscious 

from 2016 predicted—yet our malaise feels lifted . 2017 has seen a myriad 

of sexual assault allegations come to public attention; it has seen the 

normalization of President Donald J . Trump; the insufficient coverage 

of domestic violence as an act of terrorism; the increasingly antiproduc-

tive actions of President Trump; more mass shootings with the same 

disturbingly familiar narratives; a new life for the same white supremacy 

which has acted since colonization as the country’s oldest sin; the loss 

of protective government programs for immigrants, women, and the 

LGBT community; ultimately creating a year that is objectively worse 

than the year prior . Yet the same widespread cultural malaise apparent 

in 2016 is no longer visible . Without the constant regurgitation of our 

depressed narrative, especially in the form of pessimistic memes, the 

collective malaise among college-educated liberals simply disappears .

This contradiction brings into fruition a disturbing thought: perhaps 

the wholesomeness with which we entertain ourselves now is not is not 

so much therapy but pacification .
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Cognition and Consciousness in SLA

Megan Nierenhausen

Introduction

In this essay I provide a small research task for investigating 
the differences of measurements of learning within the field 
of Second Language Acquisition . I will begin by identifying 

three different issues within the field of SLA . One, the limitations of 
cognition are there because of the lack of assessment methodologies 
SLA researchers have for measuring implicit and explicit knowledge . 
Two, there is still a grey area of what cognition and consciousness 
are within the ideas of neurobiological and learning settings . Three, 
what individual difference is most recognized in the field of SLA, 
age of arrival or the input factors? These issues within the field of 
Second Language Acquisition, of course, overlap each other as they 
are all tied to the learning of a second language . 

1.1 The Issues with Cognitive Psychology within the Field of SLA

To begin, the issues with cognition within the realm of attention 

and learning are the following . Attention is a limited and selective fac-

tor (Ortega 93, 94) . The student’s or participant’s attention is selective, 

depending on other factors, which include age of arrival, motivation, 

aptitude, working memory; the student or participant may or may not 

succeed in learning a second language based on attention alone (Ellis 

“Measuring”) . While some may learn with attention being a key factor, 

others may need more than a selective and limited process to attain fluency 

in their target language . According to Ortega and Reber, learning can 

occur even when there is no intention of learning . The second language 

learners in Ortega’s book discussed two ladies, Julie and Laura . While 
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attention was a factor in their successful language attainment, they sug-

gested that aptitude and motivation were large factors too . Both of these 

ladies were past the age of arrival, but they were determined to learn 

the language because of their culturally diverse environment, and their 

aptitude to learn was higher than other second language learners . Thus, 

they were able to pick up these languages relatively easier than a learner 

who did not have the ingrained motivation or the aptitude (Ortega 15) . 

In a study done during the 1960s, Reber used an artificial paradigm 

with a group of students . They were all asked to memorize a set of letters 

with the hope that the participants would learn something . For example, 

to memorize strings of letters . What he was really looking for was for the 

students to realize a formal regularity or rule without explicit instruction 

or explanation . The results showed that the participants understood that 

there was some sort of rule for the artificial grammar presented to them, 

but when they were asked to explicitly say what the rule was, none of them 

could identify one . Reber’s study exhibits that learning is conscious and 

can be done implicitly . Both of these studies show how implicit learning 

and attempting to meet students’ needs can work with learners who are 

attempting to master their target language . With both of these cases, the 

subjects were past the critical period for the age of arrival theory . 

Another case that demonstrates that learning can take place implicitly 

was the study that Peter Robinson conducted in 1997 . His study consisted 

of 60 Japanese students who were tested on whether or not they could 

learn better with our without specific rules after a 25-minute training 

session . The groups were divided up, some who received training and 

instruction and some who did not receive any specific training . They were 

then tested on whether or not they could point out a pattern between 

the alternation of prepositional indirect-object constructions and double-

objects . His results concluded that the instructed group outperformed 

all other three groups in speed and accuracy, but all four groups showed 

the same effect regarding a relatively fast reaction for the encountered 

items . Thus, learning can occur without rules or explicit instruction; 

however, with rules, learning would be drawn upon high-level attention 

and conceptually driven processes supported by conscious attention, 

leading to generalization with awareness . 

1.2 The Arrival of Emergentism in Second Language Acquisition

The main issues that Robert DeKeyser ran into in his study, “The 

Robustness of Critical Period Effects in Second Language,” was the 

understanding how much age of arrival influenced the learning of a 

second language and where input factors were equally important . While 

it was understood from other studies that age of arrival had a significant 

impact on L2 acquisition, it was not the sole factor that allowed learners 

to attain the second language . According to Johnson and Newport and 

their study from 1989, while there is a significant importance to age of 

arrival for language learning, it is also important for second-language 

learning . The study showed a decline in attaining the target language 

after puberty; the data showed a declination of learning or retaining . 

However, there are some cases in which learners who had come here later 

on the age spectrum attained the target language fluently . Here we will 

look at the Julie and Laura case again . Ortega explained in Chapter 2 of 

her book, Understanding Second Language Acquisition, that by using the 

Grammaticality Judgment Test to score Julie and Laura, she was able to 

see how high the two ladies scored even after their age of arrival being past 

the critical period, puberty being the cutoff for the decrease in retention . 

When looking at learners like these, researchers need to address other 

factors that are key in Second Language Acquisition . These would include 

looking more closely at students’ motivation and their investment, as well 

as their aptitude to learn . Of course the next question is to ask which of 

the factors listed above are absolutely crucial or necessary for obtaining 

a second language fluently .
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2.1 The Application of Studies for Measuring Knowledge. 

Another issue that researchers run into is the ability to measure im-

plicit and explicit knowledge . Take Robert Ellis’s “Psychometric Study; 

Measuring Implicit and Explicit Knowledge of a Second Language .” 

Here Ellis tries to investigate the issues of measuring implicit and ex-

plicit knowledge because there is a lack of methodological theories to 

accurately depict and verify language learning implicitly versus explicitly . 

The problem with the methodologies used in the past is that they are all 

fundamentally based on self-report, which is a methodologically flawed 

attempt in understanding and measuring knowledge (Ellis; Ortega 97) . 

This is because self-report is based on the conscious or unconscious ability 

to decide what learning is implicit versus explicit . Take a classroom setting 

for example, where the input factors can vary from student to student . 

At first glance a student who is not very excited about the class could 

think that the knowledge is not being taught to them in an explicit man-

ner because they are not paying attention during the lectures; however, 

if they were tested on the information they were “taught” during the 

courses time, they are bound to know some information about the topic 

or the subjects being taught . This has been proven by Ellis, Robinson, 

and Reber . Would this kind of learning fall under explicit or implicit 

knowledge, and how would researchers truly be able to measure such a 

thing without any bias opinions within the test subject because of the 

generalized awareness they would have? This also poses the question of 

when do teachers need to step in and assess how well their students are 

doing and where to meet them in terms of educational needs . 

In recent work at the University of California-Davis, Yuuko Uchikoshi 

has been examining linguistics through a psychoanalytic stance . Instead 

of looking at outside aspects such as motivation or questionnaires for 

the learners, they look at their brains during the use of both languages 

the students have learned, whether it be Cantonese or Spanish alongside 

with English . This type of research with MRI scans and looking at the 

brain, along with other grammatical tests that can be taken, will allow 

researchers to see the connection to learning a second language with the 

functions of the brain . Below I suggest a research task that may help make 

a connection between learning a language and cognitive skills . 

The English Language Institute offers courses to international 

students and are tailored specifically for second language learning of all 

ages . Many of the times they run different programs for international 

students to better their English so that they will be able to teach English 

in their home country or to continue their education in the States while 

being better equipped in the language of English . These students have 

a range of ages versus the students in an undergraduate classroom who 

would typically be anywhere from 18 to 22 years of age . Of course this 

is still after the “critical point” of second language learning, but it would 

still give a larger corpus of students who are in different age categories . 

Though there is a critique of doing in-classroom studies because there 

is a disconnect between a classroom setting to the global scale, it is still 

relevant to a smaller research task . The researchers would also not be 

taking one sample size and extending their interpretation into a global 

context; rather they would give these tests over years and a multitude of 

students who go through the ELI every semester and every year . 

Research Task 1:

I propose that a simple research task at the English Language Institute 

on Illinois State University’s campus will help with the said connection . 

By simply observing and taking notes of the different age ranges within 

the classroom setting for second language learning in addition to Research 

Task 2, there will be data to collect and analyze . While using this type of 

research task, it would be easier to conduct this study on a much smaller 

scale for ISU . 
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2.2 What Truly Is Consciousness in Relation to Cognition

The second question that needs to be asked is what is cognition and 

consciousness truly? Of course this topic cannot be completely covered 

until further investigated, but the factor still stands to be something 

important to the SLA field . Since emergentism is a newly founded topic 

in the field of Second Language Acquisition, there haven’t been many 

studies done on cognitive psychology when dealing with learning a second 

language . Emergentism, defined in a philosophical way, is the “approach 

to cognition that stresses the interaction between organism and environ-

ment” (Gregg) . Because of this newly established approach in second 

language acquisition, Gregg and other researchers can see that there has 

been a lack in stimulus for language competence . Since cognition and 

consciousness is an abstract theory that can lead to different hypotheses 

about existentialism, it is being researched more by philosophers, but it 

is still relevant to the topic of SLA . By addressing this type of cognitive 

factor, we are able to see that in order to understand the measurements of 

explicit and implicit knowledge, we must look at all of the environmental 

stimuli the learners are being exposed to directly or indirectly . Researchers 

have conducted many tests all based on oral narrations, GJT (timed 

and untimed), and metalinguistic knowledge tests (Ellis) . Within these 

testings, researchers like Ellis have tried to divide the tests up in hopes 

that they would be able to have an understanding of what types of tests 

are measuring implicit and explicit knowledges . 

2.3 SLA: Cognition and Consciousness

The next question in SLA is focusing on cognition and the influences 

consciousness has on the learner . According to John Searle, a philosopher 

and professor at the University of California, Berkeley, consciousness 

consists of all those feelings, thoughts, all day . In the aspect of science and 

biology, consciousness occurs when there are “lower level neurobiological 

processes in the brain within a higher level system” (Searle) . Searle states 

that one of the characteristics of consciousness is that it is a feeling and 

is completely subject to one’s personal experience . This would be one 

of the counterproductive arguments being made in the field of Second 

Language Acquisition when dealing with measurements of something so 

abstract such as motivation, cognition, aptitude, and investment (Ellis) . 

Because each learner’s experience is her or his own, it is important to 

look at learning environments as well as social contexts (Peirce 10) . When 

bringing in motivation with the idea of measuring knowledge, we can 

see that both of these matters are subjective to the learner as well (Searle; 

Ushioda) . Many students who are learning a second language have vary-

ing reasons for learning said language; again this is where the variation 

of input factors come into play . Whether it is school requirements or 

trying to make a better life for themselves in a new country, it is hard to 

measure such a concept . Bonny Norton, from the University of British 

Columbia, Canada, states that “because of the dichotomous distinctions 

between the language learner and the social world, there are disagreements 

in the literature on the way affective variables interact with the larger 

social context” (Peirce 11) .

As stated before, the trouble with this is they haven’t come up with 

a way to truly measure the differences of implicit and explicit learning . 

Ushioda states in her literature review “that any or all data gathered by 

self-report on motivation in one’s own classroom could be perceived 

to be unreliable” (Ushioda) . She also states that by understanding how 

processes of motivation and learning are changing in the classroom, 

teachers will be able to tailor their course to the learning as needed . By 

meeting the students where they are, learning outcomes are likely to be 

positive . This type of teaching method can be applied in a classroom 

setting when teaching the target language to students who learn at various 

paces throughout the course . Another thing that should be pointed out 

within the notion of lacked information within these studies is the recent 
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development of these ideas . These articles and studies were published and 

researched a relatively short time ago; the basis to understanding these 

ideas is to spend more time on them and to develop these hypotheses into 

real data of an extended period of time to see or find a trend . 

Research Task 2:

Working with students in a second language learning classroom setting 

and having each of them take a series of placement assessments at the 

beginning of each semester similar to those given by Ellis in his study 

to measure explicit and implicit knowledge; along with a questionnaire 

throughout the semester on progress of learning with different teaching 

methods . By having these formative assessments, teachers and other 

stakeholders will be able to successfully evaluate pedagogical methods . 

If the results are the same over an extended period of time with 

measuring implicit and explicit knowledge, that would say something 

about the data presented within the studies . By spending time on these 

questions, the data should speak for itself in the patterns and the ideas 

of what kind of test is for implicit knowledge and what kind of test is 

for explicit knowledge . However, the same argument could be made 

that these answers and the data are methodologically flawed because the 

information received is still from a self-realization standpoint . Though 

this may be, and stated before, if the data collected stays true for multiple 

classes over years, the likelihood that people who are learning second 

languages would have similar thoughts on their learning abilities . The 

test would include different grammar tests from those of DeKeyser, Ellis, 

and Ushioda, as a way to differentiate the different tests for explicit and 

implicit learning as well as a measurement for motivation . 

Conclusion

This essay proposed two research tasks that potentially further the 

insights of SLA within the small-scale classroom setting . While there 

have been advancements in the psycholinguistic field, there are still 

many more strides to be taken . With these research tasks, researchers in 

a smaller setting would be able to make their own data and interpret it in 

a different way than those of the past . With SLA taking a new approach 

to measuring abstract concepts such as motivation, aptitude, investment, 

and consciousness, the results will be a longterm process . 

As Ushioda said in her work from 2016 on the measurements of 

motivation, the pedagogical setting will bring researchers only so much 

information to work with; however, researchers will still be discovering 

important findings through their work on a small-scale . This smaller-scale 

research in combination with larger-scale research, like that of Yuuko 

Uchikoshi, will bring a better understanding of linguistics and their 

connection to cognitive consciousness . 
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The End of the World by Human Corruption:

Vonnegut’s Critiques of Religion, Science, and 
Mankind

Josie Johnson

Kurt Vonnegut, regarded by many as a black humorist 
and satirist, includes in his novels a great deal of social 
commentary regarding the issues of the world we live in . 

Self-defined as a pacifist (Ramsey 211), much of what Vonnegut 
writes is used as a vehicle for rhetoric against war and violence . 
Vonnegut’s Cat’s Cradle in particular acts as a critique of war, 
science, and religion . The story follows John, a man who subscribes 
to the fictional religion of Bokononism and who sets out to write a 
novel about the man who created the atomic bomb . Through the 
telling of John’s adventures, Vonnegut warns his readers about the 
dangers of science, power, war, and religion . In order to develop a 
full analysis of Vonnegut’s novel, understanding the cultural context 
and the background of Vonnegut’s life is necessary . Vonnegut’s 
experiences as a prisoner of war in Dresden, as well as his upbringing, 
are contributing factors that have inspired Vonnegut’s writings and 
the rhetoric that he includes in his novels . With these things in 
mind, one can analyze Vonnegut’s Cat’s Cradle through the lens of 
a cultural studies perspective and a rhetoric and writing perspective . 

Kurt Vonnegut’s novel Cat’s Cradle follows the story of aspiring 

author, John, as he sets out to gather research for his autobiographical 

book The Day the World Ended . John plans to write this book based on 

the life of the father of the atomic bomb, Felix Hoenikker, who is now 
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deceased, and his memories of the day that the atomic bomb was dropped 

on Hiroshima . In order to research this book, John writes a letter to Felix’s 

son, Newt, who tells John about his two older siblings, Angela and Frank . 

Because Newt was only six years old the day of the bombing, Newt does 

not have much to say about that particular day and suggests John contact 

Angela or Frank . John then ventures to Ilium, New York, where the 

Hoenikker family resided the day the bomb was dropped . In search of 

more information, John visits with Asa Breed, Felix’s former supervisor 

at the Research Laboratory . Here, Asa informs John of Felix’s wonderful 

scientific mind, telling John about an invention called Ice-Nine that 

Felix came up with . This invention had the power to destroy the world 

in seconds, as it would freeze over all of the streams, rivers, and oceans 

of the planet in an instant . Asa Breed insists that this invention was only 

an idea of Felix’s that would have been impossible to actually create and 

therefore did not exist . 

John’s next adventure involves traveling to the island of San Lorenzo, 

as he has been hired to write an article about the island’s multimillionaire 

philanthropist Julian Castle . Once on the island, John meets all three of 

Felix’s children—Frank who now lives on the island working as Major 

General and is engaged to marry the president’s daughter Mona, and 

Newt and Angela who are on the island to celebrate Frank’s engagement . 

Here, John discovers that Felix Hoenikker had indeed invented Ice-Nine 

and had split it up between his three children before his death . It is 

discovered that the Ice-Nine is what Frank had exchanged in return for 

his prestigious job on the island . Papa Monzano, the island’s president, 

to whom Frank gave the Ice-Nine, commits suicide by swallowing the 

Ice-Nine and freezing his entire body and everything that he is touch-

ing . Shortly after, a plane crashes into Monzano’s castle, tumbling the 

mansion into the sea, and as a result freezing the entire ocean over with 

Ice-Nine, which quickly spreads to the entire world . The survivors of 

the tragedy consist of Frank, Newt, and John, among others . John lives 

without ever finishing The Day the World Ended, but instead lives to 

tell the story of his adventures with the Hoenikkers and the world’s 

destruction by Ice-Nine . 

The obscure story that is Cat’s Cradle is filled with commentary from 

Vonnegut regarding his beliefs on war and the use of science for destruc-

tion . Knowing about Kurt Vonnegut’s background and the cultural 

context in which his books were written is vital to understanding Cat’s 

Cradle and gives insight into Vonnegut’s personal belief system which is 

instilled into his writings . Throughout this novel, Vonnegut voices his 

distaste for war—or, at least, weapons of warfare—and the flaws in our 

humanity which lead to such violence . The novel often calls into question 

the creation of Felix’s weapons of mass destruction such as the atomic 

bomb and Ice-Nine . In contrast, Vonnegut’s characters frequently discuss 

topics of love and humanity . In one instance, Felix’s son writes in a letter 

to John, “There is enough love in this world for everybody, if people 

will just look” (Vonnegut 18) . This juxtaposition of advocacy for love 

and opposition to warfare helps illustrate Vonnegut’s opinions toward 

violence and war . According to Paul J . Ramsey’s article “God Bless You, 

Mr . Vonnegut: Learning Civics from Kurt Vonnegut, Jr .,” Vonnegut’s 

writing and his opinions on violence were very much influenced by his 

experiences with war . Rather than completing his studies at Cornell, 

Vonnegut joined the military during the Second World War and was 

sent to war in Europe, where he was captured by the Germans and sent 

to Dresden as a prisoner of war (Ramsey 210) . This experience was the 

inspiration for his later writings, particularly Slaughterhouse-Five as well 

as Cat’s Cradle. 

Vonnegut’s disgust toward war and violence was also likely shaped 

by his upbringing and the values of his family (Ramsey 210) . According 

to Ramsey, Vonnegut’s family hailed from the German immigrants who 
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fled to America after the failed revolutions in 1848 . These immigrants 

were known as the “Forty-Eighters” and were generally liberal, well-

educated peoples . The “Forty-Eighters” came into America in search of 

a “progressive democracy” that did not exist in their old country, but 

came to find instead that the United States was not the utopia they had 

once hoped for . As a result, the “Forty-Eighters,” including Vonnegut’s 

family, often worked in fields such as politics, the arts, journalism, and 

education in an effort to create a better America and move more toward 

the utopian ideal . The “Forty-Eighters” fought against the issues that 

were prevalent in America at the time, including slavery, and were also 

known for their disapproval of religion . Being raised in a family with this 

background likely inspired Vonnegut’s critiques of religion, violence, 

and war that are so often prominent in his writings, particularly in Cat’s 

Cradle (Ramsey 210) . 

According to Ramsey’s article, much of Vonnegut’s writing serves 

as a discourse on values (Ramsey 210) . Many of his works, Cat’s Cradle 

especially, offer a rhetoric against war and violence and in favor of love . 

Readers see this rhetoric all about in Cat’s Cradle, particularly in the 

descriptions of Felix Hoenikker, the father of the atomic bomb, who is 

known for having zero interest in people or their feelings . In describing 

Felix’s apathy for human beings, Marvin Breed tells John, “Sometimes I 

wonder if he wasn’t born dead . I never met a man who was less interested 

in the living . Sometimes I think that’s the trouble with the world: too 

many people in high places who are stone-cold dead” (Vonnegut 68) . This 

statement tells readers that Felix was capable of creating the atomic bomb, 

of dropping it on an entire city, of killing innocent human beings, because 

he had no interest in whether or not these people lived or died . Felix’s 

character shows the danger that comes from a lack of love or empathy, 

an especially dangerous attribute when paired with a man of great power . 

Throughout the novel, he is characterized as cold and impersonal . In a 

picture frame on his office desk he displays an image not of his wife or 

children, but of cannonballs at a war memorial (Vonnegut 57) . When 

John asks a former colleague of Felix’s if she knew him well, she responds, 

“I don’t think he was knowable” (Vonnegut 54) . In addition, Marvin 

Breed questions the notion that Felix was a “harmless and gentle and 

dreamy” man who would “never hurt a fly” (Vonnegut 67) . Instead, he 

speculates, “How the hell innocent is a man who helps make a thing like 

an atomic bomb?” (Vonnegut 68) . Though Felix is not characterized as 

an evil man straight out, the way he is described by those who knew him 

brings up questions about his intentions, as well as his understanding and 

care for human lives . Though Felix had a brilliant scientific mind, he may 

not have always considered the harm that could be done by his inventions . 

This is Vonnegut’s warning to his readers that scientific advances can do 

more harm than good when placed in the hands of the wrong person . 

Vonnegut’s work, deemed by many as science fiction, often en-

courages his readers to recognize and contemplate the problems of this 

world . According to Daniel L . Zins’s article “Rescuing Science from 

Technocracy: Cat’s Cradle and the Play of Apocalypse,” the problem 

that Vonnegut addresses in Cat’s Cradle is “the increasing possibility of 

our destroying the world by our own stupidity and our deification of 

science and technology” (Zins 170) . Perhaps even more accurately than 

simple stupidity, it is often pure human selfishness that contributes to 

the problems and destruction of the world . This selfishness is prominent 

among the characters in Vonnegut’s novel and is what ultimately leads 

to the destruction of the entire planet . In the end of Cat’s Cradle, the 

earth is destroyed by the Ice-Nine, created by Felix and distributed to his 

children, which completely freezes over the entire planet after falling into 

the ocean surrounding San Lorenzo . Part of the blame for this destruction 

of the earth can be put on Felix’s children, who selfishly trade their pieces 

of Ice-Nine in order to advance in life; Frank exchanges his piece for a 
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prestigious career and Angela trades hers for a wealthy marriage to 

a scientist . However, Felix Hoenikker himself holds accountability 

for both inventing the Ice-Nine and for neglecting his children . Zins 

blames the Hoenikker children’s narcissism on the fact that they are 

psychologically damaged from the indifference and neglect of their 

father . Zins states that Felix’s children, now adults, feel the need to 

buy love and belonging in this world, which is exactly what they do 

through the exchange of Ice-Nine (Zins 174) . The exchange of the 

Ice-Nine eventually leads to the end of world and Zins states in his 

article that “the world ends because a father could not show love to his 

children” (Zins 174) . Of course, the fact that the Ice-Nine even existed 

can be contributed to Felix’s obsessive fascination with science and 

technology, in conjunction with his total lack of care for human lives . 

Felix’s act of inventing Ice-Nine was, too, motivated by a self-serving 

agenda . Vonnegut’s novel seems to warn readers against behaving in 

egocentric ways, as doing so could potentially lead to the destruction 

of our own world . Had Felix’s characters showed love to his children 

or interest in the well-being of other humans, the world would likely 

not have come to an end in the way that it did . Thus, the rhetoric here 

is Vonnegut advocating for love as opposed to destruction .

According to an article called “Utopia in Kurt Vonnegut’s Cat’s 

Cradle,” written by Mahtab Entezam, the novel also serves as a way 

for Vonnegut to spread a “dire warning” to his readers about the 

dangers of “fundamentalist scientists” (Entezam 3) . Entezam argues 

that danger does not necessarily lie in religion or in science, but 

can rather be found in the fundamentalists themselves (Entezam 3) . 

Based on this, a reader could argue that Vonnegut’s novel is not a 

critique of all science and technology, but rather a critique of those 

who use science as a means of destruction and warfare . In the Ilium 

scene of Cat’s Cradle, John chats with a local bartender about the 

book he wishes to write . When the bartender hears that this book is 

about the day the atomic bomb was dropped, he tells John his own 

story of what he was doing that day . The bartender tells John that a 

man came into the bar, told the bartender that he was quitting his 

job at the Research Laboratory, and told him “anything a scientist 

worked on was sure to wind up as a weapon” (Vonnegut 26) . This 

quote is a warning of how science can be used in sinful ways when 

put in the wrong hands . Earlier in the novel, in Newt’s response 

to John’s letter asking about the day of the atomic bombing, Newt 

writes the following: 

There are lots of good anecdotes about the bomb and Father, from 

other days . For instance, do you know the story about Father on the 

day they first tested a bomb out at Alamogordo? After the thing went 

off, after it was a sure thing that America could wipe out a city with 

just one bomb, a scientist turned to Father and said, “Science has now 

known sin .” And do you know what Father said? He said, “What is 

sin?” (Vonnegut 17) .

Throughout the novel, and in this anecdote, Felix Hoenikker is often 

portrayed as “a scientist oblivious to morality” (Entezam 2) . Unlike the 

claim of many characters throughout the story that Felix is an uncaring, 

neglectful scientist who has no empathy for other humans, this anecdote 

from Newt suggests here that Felix is simply oblivious to the notion that 

his scientific inventions have been used in evil and sinful ways . Entezam, 

on the contrary, would possibly argue that Vonnegut is attempting to 

set up Felix’s character as a fundamentalist scientist who cares so much 

about his own inventions and so little about human lives that he would 

take the lives of others without the thought of consequence . Entezam 

would potentially argue that this is the type of man Vonnegut is warning 

his readers about in his critique of scientific advancements .
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Vonnegut’s rhetoric also focuses on religion . Right away, readers 

are told that the main character John was once a Christian but now is a 

follower of a religion called Bokononism . This religion revolves entirely 

around what Vonnegut calls “foma” or “harmless untruths .” Before the 

novel even starts, the epigraph on the first page of the book reads, “Live 

by the foma that make you brave and kind and healthy and happy . / The 

Books of Bokonon I:5” (Vonnegut 1) . This religion, which is created on 

the basis of “bittersweet lies” (Vonnegut 2), is used to comfort the citizens 

of San Lorenzo into believing that they live in a utopian world . Though 

the government cannot offer its citizens endless food or a world free from 

disaster, the citizens are comforted instead by their religion . Vonnegut 

likely uses the religion of Bokononism as a critique of the false comfort 

that religion can provide . The main character states at the beginning of the 

novel, “I would have been a Bokononist then, if there had been anyone 

to teach me the bittersweet lies of Bokonon,” suggesting perhaps that 

he himself enjoys the comfort found in these lies . Vonnegut also writes, 

“Anyone unable to understand how a useful religion can be founded on 

lies will not understand this book either” (Vonnegut 5) . Though this is 

not to say that Vonnegut viewed all religious practice as means of false 

comfort, he is certainly encouraging his readers to be cognizant of the 

dangers of finding false comfort in religion . 

The rhetoric that Vonnegut interweaves throughout the story of 

Cat’s Cradle offers much criticism of the world we live in, particularly 

on science, violence, and religion . The novel is an important critique of 

the human race and how our selfish and violent actions affect the world 

around us . Cat’s Cradle is a narrative surrounding the idea that the world 

will end on account of human stupidity and selfishness, among other 

flaws . The book also serves as a call to action to replace our selfishness 

and apathy with love and humanity . Perhaps had Felix Hoenikker done 

this, the destruction of the world by Ice-Nine would have never occurred . 
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Avant-Falsity: Postmodernism Can’t Handle the 
Truth

Jesenia Kolimas

It all started with modernism: The golden era of literature . 
Everyone wrote about capital “T” truths, meaning everything 
in the world had meaning and purpose . Then the world shook, 

and we lost that narrative innocence . We were suffering a crisis 
of meaning . Our approach to literature was filled with doubt and 
distrust . Literature still has not strayed away from postmodernism 
as its purpose has not been fulfilled . Current literature continues to 
look at the same failures to find meaning in the world of skepticism 
and corruption . Rather, early twenty-first-century postmodernist 
authors have evolved with a society which is currently obsessed with 
pop culture . To directly engage in their social world, the authors 
are working under a new style, avant-pop, intending that readers 
will examine and realize the meaningless and falsity of their culture 
and lives . Instead, avant-pop postmodern literature perpetuates the 
fictitiousness of reality and the insincerity of communication, failing 
postmodernism’s purpose again .

In today’s society, we find that our minds are plugged into the matrix 

of pop culture . Movies, television, social media, etc . reference other movies, 

television, social media, etc . that then fly at us from all our screens . Avant-

pop, which “enters the mainstream culture as a parasite” and “will sample 

from anything  .  .  . [and] will rip-off your mother if she has something 

appropriate for compost-heap creations” (Amerika), supports and transfers 

pop culture into the literary world . The pop culture references in literature 

then serve as attempts for the readers to engage and to find the truth and 
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meaning we lost from postmodernism’s skeptical attitude . That attitude 

saw through and subverted systems of powers, languages, and most 

significantly, the absolute or capital “T” truths that we had in the past 

valued unwaveringly and now are searching for through avant-pop . 

Although avant-pop is argued to be the post-postmodernism move-

ment, there is no clear break or end to postmodernism and the start of 

post-postmodernism literature as the intent remains the same to find 

real reality and self-referential language instead of the hyperreality and 

false communication we accept and live blindly . 

Mary Caponegro highlights avant-pop intertwining and facilitat-

ing hyperreality in her story “Junior Achievement” in All Fall Down . 

Three siblings, younger than twelve years of age, perform abortions . 

While this should be seen as an abhorrence, it exists not just as an 

accepted standard but a normal reality . The performance of abortion 

is normalized by breaking down medical words to a child’s vocabulary 

level, like “ANT-EYE-BACK-TEAR-EEL” (Caponegro 136) and 

memorizing procedural protocols through nursery rhyme songs, like 

the “blood alphabet” (136) . The abortions do not replace the reality 

of them still being children or remove their childhood from them . 

Instead, the normalization of children performing abortions integrates 

through avant-pop incorporating children’s pop culture references to 

TV shows and food . The siblings discuss calmly and reasonably, “She 

could have a seizure if you do the procedure wrong, understand? You 

mean, like with our Power Rangers, if the sword, I mean the dilator, 

dies him cause he bleeds too much?” (136) . The siblings value the pop 

culture imitating reality, not having the same awareness the readers 

have of the hyperreality, because it is their one and accepted reality . 

Avant-pop postmodern literature’s promotion of the falsity of reality 

reveals an alarming underlying failure of postmodernism’s engagement 

with the social world . If postmodern literature values hyperreality over 

reality, that implies, “‘Pop culture  .  .  . has begun to colonize even those 

inner, subjective realms, such as people’s memories, sexual desires, their 

unconsciousness’(xiii)” (Amerika) . This explains the unawareness of 

hyperreality because pop culture has infiltrated our beings, or as Colson 

Whitehead puts it in his novel John Henry Days, “devoured by pop” 

(111) . The junketeers write stories called puff pieces in which the “pop 

expression of that subject can be reduced to three discrete schools of 

puff” (70) . The puff pieces follow the “archetypal subject Bob,” for 

which “each manifestation commanded its own distinct stock phrases 

and hyperbolic rhetoric” (70) . Puff pieces are categorized to follow three 

different formulas that are artificial and lack meaning, and then pop 

culture sustains the fake reality by fitting into those manifestations and 

rhetoric . Pop culture prevents reality from being real . This then thwarts 

avant-pop postmodern literature and the readers’ pursuit for meaningful 

and real reality . The literature is compromised by pop culture’s inherent 

hyperreality . 

Postmodernism’s attempts to find self-referential language is also 

thwarted by the new style avant-pop . David Foster Wallace connects 

avant-pop’s “Collective You” to pluralism in Brief Interviews with Hideous 

Men . Twenty-first-century postmodernist authors, like Wallace, utilize 

avant-pop because they want the readers to engage in a self-examination 

of falseness of their culture and lives . The idea is, “I, whoever that is, 

am always interacting with data created by the Collective You, whoever 

that is, and by interacting with and supplementing the Collective You, 

will find meaning” (Amerika) . Brief Interviews with Hideous Men is not 

a novel and has no narrative plot . Instead, the book relies on thematic 

connections lead by our speaker, Q, a woman conducting a sociology 

experiment by interviewing men . The book acts like Q’s journal, which 

accounts for why the book’s formatting is considered experimental, “by 

the long sentences, and by the repetition, detailing, footnoting, and 
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itemization” (Coughlan 162) . Brief Interviews does not contain all the 

interviews Q conducted, and many of her interviews are left incomplete 

and/or incomprehensible . This incompleteness and unclearness allows for 

the readers to fill in the blanks with their ideas and opinions . 

“Octet” is a perfect example for reader participation as Q directly 

asks the readers to engage with her pop quizzes . Readers can only achieve 

some sort of understanding or conclusion from “Octet” depending on the 

participation they put in . Q asks the readers questions, given a scenario 

like in Pop Quiz 4 that wants to know of the two drug addicts, “Which 

one lived” (Wallace 131) . Q mostly formats her questions like Pop Quiz 

9, which starts, “You are, unfortunately, a fiction writer” (145) “before 

proceeding to outline the dilemma posed by the writing of a series of 

short pieces that are ‘supposed to compose a certain sort of “interrogation” 

of the person reading them’ (145)” (Coughlan 170) . This engagement 

prompts the readers to come up an infinite number of answers, emotions, 

ideas, and more importantly, meanings behind the hideousness in the 

world . So while language “must always be a function of relationships 

between persons” to move language forward, the same communication 

with others makes us “stuck in here, in language” (McCaffery 44) . We 

are stuck because language creates pluralism . Because humans are diverse 

and unique, “there are many and various things and patterns of life 

against which modern men and women can or should rebel, and post-

modernism indeed allows for all sorts of rebellion” (Heller 503) . Thus, 

when everyone’s opinions matter and are valued, the infinite words cause 

inertia . Inertia in language is very dangerous because nothing can move 

forward, resulting in the corruption of language as it is nonproductive . 

Words work against us, “miming and distorting [our] desperate attempts 

[at] expression” (Wallace 320) . No situation, no idea, no meaning can 

be acted upon let alone heard, signifying that language is insincere in its 

purpose to communicate . 

Avant-pop postmodern literature’s promotion of the insincerity of 

language divulges a distressing underlying failure to postmodernism’s 

engagement with the social world . Because postmodern literature values 

insincere language, literature holds a manipulative power over readers that 

prevents us from finding meaning . Language’s structure was thought to 

have “a center or referring to a point of presence, a fixed origin . The func-

tion of this center was  .  .  . to orient, balance, and organize the structure 

 .  .  .” (Derrida 224) . Language has signs that reference/point to objects 

in a sign system in order to signify meaning . Derrida’s différance, the 

belief that meaning can be found by highlighting what something is not, 

argues, “The desire for the center in the constitution of structure and the 

process of signification prescribing its displacements and its substitutions 

for this law of the center presence—but a central presence which was 

never itself, which has always already been transported outside itself in 

its surrogate” (225) . The object is the center that holds the structure of 

signs together, but because the object is not a sign, the structure fails 

because it points to nothing . Nevertheless, language “poses as natural 

ways of seeing the world” (Tyson 56), and we use language to write 

literature because it is the only tool we have to communicate with despite 

its inherent flaw to sincerely convey . Therefore, our way of seeing the 

world and our literature is deceptive and inauthentic . Because of the lack 

of center, freeplay, “a field of infinite substitutions in the closure of a 

finite ensemble” (Derrida 236), responds to the search for a center which 

would give language meaning . 

Consequently, an “anything goes” sentiment is generated from the 

freeplay in which “postmodernism is a wave within which all kinds of 

movements, artistic, political and cultural, are possible” (Heller 504) . 

This search for a center will take anything and everything of what language 

suggests or interprets to help give meaning; however, this then backfires 

because now anything and everything is valued, so no distinctive or 
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special meaning is valued . Language reflects meaninglessness in life, or, 

as put by Michael Chabon in The Final Solution, language has “insoluble 

problems  .  .  . that reflect the true nature of things” (131) . The old man 

has moments where he forgets purposes and feels, “with all his body, as 

one felt the force of gravity or inertia—the inevitability of his failure” 

(35) . Literature suffers like the old man’s “inertia—the inevitability of 

his failure” because when all interpretations and suggestions are accepted, 

we find ourselves stuck again, unable to move forward . Without some 

resistance to privilege one side of arguments or to select one solution 

among many, meaning eludes us . As a result, literature fails to com-

municate proactively as it is insincere and fails its purpose to be able to 

construct meaning in the world . If the reader engagement prompted by 

the inclusion of pop culture prevents language from being meaningful, 

then avant-pop postmodern literature and readers’ pursuit of meaningful 

communication are futile because the literature is compromised by pop 

culture’s inherent falsity and failure . 

In the end, postmodernism is stuck in an echo chamber . Early twenty-

first-century postmodernist authors tried to exit the chamber, achieved by 

restoring a truth that has meaning like in literature’s modernist age, by 

engaging with the social world via the style avant-pop . Although avant-

pop does succeed in engaging readers with the literature, it does nothing 

to affect the social world . It points to the same failures to find meaning 

in world of skepticism and corruption, the same fictitiousness of reality, 

and the same insincerity of communication, but does not impact or 

change anything . We view life in a very false and cynical perspective . We 

believe the excuse that because everything, especially life, is temporary, 

and we’re all going to die no matter what, nothing has meaning . We 

live in a false and cynical world of life moving pretty fast and people not 

stopping and missing it; of people not seizing the day and making their 

lives extraordinary; of people throwing away their wonderful lives over 

material matters; of people taking sides against family and friends because 

we’re still struggling to find some purpose to give us meaning . And this 

echo chamber keeps echoing our failures . 
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The Evolution of Melancholy

Brandon Nyland

A brief glimpse into Shakespeare’s canon shows that he has an 
affinity for writing characters that are arguably psychologically   
distraught or suffer from mental illness . Lady Macbeth, 

Hamlet, Cleopatra, and more have transcended to the realm of literary 
icons due to the mental complexities and nuances crafted around 
their characters . The 1676 book The Anatomy of Melancholy by Robert 
Burton in Halls Croft is hailed as an early endeavor into examining 
and medically defining a wide array of societally accepted mental illness 
prevalent in the Renaissance . Burton actually cites works and characters 
of Shakespeare as either examples of someone with these afflictions 
or showing symptoms of mental illness . Granted, this is now viewed 
as a rather archaic document in the field of mental health and is no 
longer regarded as credible . The book makes a fair amount of outlandish 
claims with little to no scientific proof . Burton purposes the idea that 
female melancholy differs from male melancholy because it stems from 
sexual frustration and that only through marriage women will be 
cured and extinguish their lustful desires . These farfetched ideas called 
for additional research and subsequent editions that amended these 
claims . Yet this first version of The Anatomy of Melancholy serves as a 
reminder of the perceptions people had about mental health and gender 
inequality during Shakespeare’s times . An examination of The Anatomy 
of Melancholy highlights an ever-evolving understanding of mental 
illness and parallels how readers must consciously evolve readings of 
Shakespeare’s texts, Antony and Cleopatra in particular, that allude to 
these afflictions . 
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Among many other accolades, Shakespeare is eulogized for being a 

playwright for the commoners . Working-class citizens of London from 

all walks of life were able to attend his plays and enjoy them in a way 

that was never condescending to their class or level of intelligence . His 

nonelitist use of language made his works accessible to a wide array of 

theater goers all around London and eventually the rest of the world . 

Additionally, many of his themes are seen to be ubiquitous in the sense 

that nearly everyone can relate to them on some level . Although the 

two main protagonists of Antony and Cleopatra both live regal lives and 

reign from a position of wealth, it is the underlying humanistic themes 

that make the characters still universally relatable . This is evident in the 

longevity of Shakespeare’s works and the fact that they still thematically 

resonate with thespians and literary theorists alike . It would be safe to 

assume, then, that if Shakespeare is a writer for the common man, he 

would be able to infuse many of the perceptions and ideologies generally 

held by his contemporaries into his plays . With the assistance of The 

Anatomy of Melancholy we are able to gauge how the general population 

in London, and more specifically William Shakespeare for that matter, 

likely viewed people suffering from mental afflictions . 

Shakespeare worked as a sort of sociohistoric scribe of his era, al-

lowing future scholars and historians to utilize the language he used in 

reference to people with mental illnesses as a possible frame by which we 

can measure generalized views at the time . In Madness and Civilization: 

A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason, Michel Foucault looks to ex-

amine this seemingly paradoxical push toward enlightenment during the 

Renaissance, accompanied by a complete disregard for rational thought 

when defining madness in this era . He explores the influence authors 

such as Shakespeare and Cervantes had over their contemporaries and 

imitators in shaping the literary understanding of madness in the early 

seventeenth century . I think he accurately describes Shakespeare’s use of 

mental illness in writing best as, “Madness is deprived of its dramatic 

seriousness; it is punishment or despair only in the dimension of error . 

Its dramatic function exists only insofar as we are concerned with a false 

drama; a chimerical form in which only supposed faults, illusory murders, 

ephemeral disappearances are involved” (Foucault 32-33) . Foucault 

argues that the seriousness of madness or insanity is hard to assess in 

these works of literature since they are rarely ever truly grounded in reality . 

The limited understanding of mental illness Shakespeare had access 

to at the time causes his interpretations to act more as a novelty to serve 

the purpose of his plays . Without our modern knowledge of mental 

illness, it instead becomes a cheap plot device that is not fully actualized 

and does nothing more than dilute the narrative in a dramatic economy . 

It can become a rushed vessel of denouement or the rationale as to why 

characters do something unbefitting of their behavior . Either that or the 

mental illness in lessened to the severity of a caricature with no legitimate 

understanding of the actual impact it has on the afflicted person . This 

is evident in both Antony and Cleopatra when they make seemingly 

nonsensical rash decisions in how they view one another throughout the 

play until it culminates in the finale where Cleopatra fakes her death, 

motivating Antony to kill himself, and then Cleopatra to actually kill 

herself . While this is a very rushed synopsis of the actual events in the play, 

when spelled out in this fashion the reader can see how their impetuous 

and rash decision making at the beginning of the play seems to strictly 

build up to ultimately rationalize the conclusion as a viable option . By 

no means am I saying that Shakespeare is a fraud unable to faithfully 

describe these afflictions or his misappropriation of the severity of mental 

illness is a condemning fault of his works . Instead, I think it is important 

to realize that Shakespeare as a writer is simply a byproduct of the society 

that he lived in and likely had the same views on mental illness that the 

vast majority held . How Shakespeare discusses mental illness, whether 
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it was an intentional inclusion into his plays or not, should be seen 

as a microcosm by which we can judge the opinions the populace of 

London likely held at the time . Much like the writings of Shakespeare, 

The Anatomy of Melancholy should be viewed the same way . While it may 

be medically inaccurate and obsolete by today’s standards, as an artifact 

it perfectly encapsulates the views on mental health during that period 

of time . It serves as a jumping off point or an area of reference when 

examining how mental illness, insanity, and madness where all generally 

perceived during an era synonymous with intellectual stimulation . 

A common reading of Antony and Cleopatra is that Cleopatra may 

be suffering from what we would now refer to as bi-polar disorder . 

Likewise, it would be just as plausible to make this same assumption 

about Antony or that the two of them together undergo bi-polar thoughts 

to some extent . Yet most critical readings of the text simply refer solely 

to Cleopatra in regard to this modern interpretation . This could likely 

be attributed to the same sexist and inadequate gendered readings that 

plague the first edition of The Anatomy of Melancholy. Mental illness 

had two vastly different responses when discussing men and women . A 

woman could receive a hasty diagnosis for a psychological illness in order 

to silence her, institutionalize her, or often times much worse . 

Thomas Szasz examines the gendered practices of the early mental 

health trade propagated by people in positions of power in the Renaissance 

in his book The Manufacture of Madness: A Comparative Study of the 

Inquisition and the Mental Health Movement. The hysteria of witch hunts 

blossomed in the Middle Ages as way to establish male dominance over 

females, spread paranoia of the unknown, and foster the idea that kings 

and their system of feudalism were a necessity to protect the peasants . 

Strangely enough, much of this same rhetoric saw a reemergence during 

the Renaissance to reaffirm this status quo despite the era’s historical 

association with enlightenment and intellectual advancement . Szasz best 

defines this: “The myth of witchcraft was thus used to account for the 

extraordinary privileges and duties of [the people in power]; similarly, 

the myth of mental illness is used to account for those of the institutional 

psychiatrist . Myths are not artistic embellishments, fairy stories men 

make up to amuse themselves and their fellows; they are the very heart 

and brain, as it were, of the social organism  .  .  .” (Szasz 121) . Myths are 

not born out of a vacuum; they are created to serve a particular society . 

Much like an ancient fable that concludes by passing on some sort of 

moral, myths are utilized to rationalize the unknown by placing it in the 

dominion of something that cannot control . Thus, we can see that the 

initial rise and consequent reappearance of the myth of witchcraft as a 

means to delegitimize the voice of women can be intertwined with the 

misinformed gendered insights of mental illness at the time . The “social 

organism” that Szasz is referring to is the rigid patriarchal rule that likely 

developed this idea that Cleopatra is mad while Antony is heroic . This 

viewpoint is even expressed in the play when Antony sees his ships leave 

him to join Caesar’s fleet, which makes him assume that Cleopatra is 

behind it and has been manipulating him this entire time . During his fit 

of rage towards Cleopatra he exclaims, “That witch shall die” (Shakespeare 

213) . I do think that it is important to examine how that paradigm from 

lustful infatuation to wanting to murder her is still deemed a sane and 

rational thought on Antony’s part, yet Cleopatra is branded as a witch 

for having a similarly paradoxical character . As we see from Szasz, the 

perceptions of witchcraft and “insanity” are nearly indistinguishable in 

the Renaissance . So claiming that Cleopatra is a witch could also be 

alluding to her perceived mental instability .

 Critics and scholars at the time would use this ideology as their basis 

to prove that Cleopatra is insane, which would inevitably evolve into the 

modern belief that she likely suffers from some form of bi-polar disorder . 

A major bias that The Anatomy of Melancholy can be criticized for is that 
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it unevenly depicts issues of mental health between men and women . 

Unfortunately, we can also see that this is a commonly held idea at the 

time . The overtly sexist flaws prevalent within The Anatomy of Melancholy 

are not just symptomatic of the problems the author held, but likely 

highlight the misguided viewpoints popular during the Renaissance . 

Furthermore, this rift in accurately depicting male and female 

characters does not restrict itself solely to issues pertaining to mental 

health . Instead, it also points out the general perceptions toward the 

limited intellectual capabilities of women in the Renaissance . Much like 

The Anatomy of Melancholy, the play Antony and Cleopatra is plagued with 

these disgusting notions as well . Examining the language used within 

The Anatomy of Melancholy shows that it does not simply believe men 

and women suffer from certain mental afflictions differently and require 

different health care services but also alludes to the belief that there is a 

major division in the cognitive functions of the male and female brain 

that vastly differ as well . Studying the rhetorical differences in how The 

Anatomy of Melancholy discusses men and women can once again reflect 

the erroneous perceptions of gender held by society as a whole at the time . 

It would be fair to assume that these sentiments found their way into 

many of Shakespeare’s texts simply due to the fact that he is a by-product 

of his culture . 

In her article “Antifeminism in William Shakespeare’s Antony and 

Cleopatra” Rabindra Kumar Verma dissects some of the coded sexist 

language and inadequate representation of female characters rampant in 

much of Shakespeare’s writings . One of the key issues prevalent in many 

of Shakespeare’s works is, “Shakespeare disregards women’s intellectual 

capacity . He discriminates between home and the outside world . He 

depicts man as mature both within and outside his home, while woman 

appears so only within the four walls of her house” (Verma 35) . This 

evaluation shows that the manner by which Shakespeare crafts his female 

characters in contrast to their male counterparts can be bordering on 

misogynistic at times . While many of the male characters question the 

intelligence of Cleopatra throughout the course of the play, Octavia, 

Caesar’s sister, receives the most brutal intellectual disparity . Additionally, 

Verma says that the female characters only function within the confines 

of the home and do not flourish outside of it . The character of Octavia 

is never fully fleshed out and can really only be characterized by her 

role as a wife . She is initially introduced strictly for the purpose of her 

marriage mending the damaged relationship of Caesar and Antony . Then 

later she is torn between her duties as a wife to stay true to her husband 

or her honor that binds her to Caesar’s Rome . Octavia only acts as a 

token of male possession, and this is evident through how her marriage 

is perceived by others within the play . When Cleopatra hears the news 

that Antony is marrying another women, she is thrown into a violent 

rampage and instantly becomes jealous of Octavia (another character trait 

Verma flags as sexist on Shakespeare’s part), so she sends a messenger to 

report how Octavia fairs against herself . Upon his return the messenger 

describes her: “Her motion and her stations are as one, / She shows a 

body rather than a life, / A statue than a breather” (Shakespeare 127) . 

Cleopatra is reassured that Octavia is not a threat because the messenger 

relays that she is as listless and vapid as a statue . Aside from objectifying 

Octavia by comparing her to an inanimate object, the messenger delights 

Cleopatra with the news that she is unintelligent . She assesses Octavia as 

a competitor and asks the messenger to gauge the two of them based off 

of whom Antony will desire more . This constructs a hierarchical system 

of rating their voices, appearance, level of intelligence, and height as 

if those are the only deciding factors as to why Antony would fall in 

love with either one of them . This makes Cleopatra’s character seem 

shallow and uncaring about Octavia, which is a trait never brought up 

again . These one-dimensional female character traits, being inherently 
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competitive for the affection of their shared male lover, highlight the 

uneven character development that exists between men and women in the 

play . This once again shows that the blatantly sexist language rampant in 

The Anatomy of Melancholy is not strictly unique to the ideas likely held 

by Robert Burton nor William Shakespeare, but, instead, underscore the 

disturbingly bigoted viewpoints popular within the culture they were 

both part of .

The importance of what The Anatomy of Melancholy includes exceeds 

what we have the benefit of correcting with modern advances in mental 

health . As a historical text it should be just as important to examine 

that which is absent and ignored from the document . Since this is an 

extremely early artifact in the history of mental health documentation, 

it should go without saying that it is missing many of the discoveries 

made recently due to our technological advancements . I believe that one 

of these absent parts in the field of mental health can help us understand 

why we need to constantly reevaluate Shakespearean texts in accordance 

to new medical and psychological findings . In her article “Celebrating 

Idleness: Antony and Cleopatra and Play Theory” Abigail Scherer aims 

to examine why Antony and Cleopatra is a frequently forgotten piece of 

Shakespearean literature that, in her opinion, rivals many of Shakespeare’s 

greatest works . The article spends a vast majority of the time examin-

ing the character of Antony and how his relative idleness for a major 

protagonist works as a national allegory simultaneously split between 

two immeasurably different cultures that thrived at the same time . This 

is best explored when she states, “Antony’s Roman performances had 

featured remarkable restraints—extraordinary examples of self-denial 

or asceticism—in the name of a vast communal project, the expansion 

of the Roman Empire . Though unquestionably impressive, Antony’s 

Roman acts are still within the realm of human possibility; the player 

remains functional, triumphant, and ultimately attains real historical 

stature” (Scherer 284) . This idea of striving for the ideal form of Roman 

perfectionism, both politically and culturally, is called Romanitas and is 

heavily explored in most of Shakespeare’s texts set in Rome . 

Antony attains the role of a man of true historical stature through 

the events that unfurl in the play Julius Caesar and is constantly reminded 

of those deeds throughout the play . Yet in Antony and Cleopatra we 

instead see this rift in the identity of Antony as he mirrors whichever 

culture he is loyal to at the time . When he is away in Egypt with his love 

Cleopatra, he is described as “A man who is th’ abstract of all his faults / 

that all men follow” (Shakespeare 35) by Caesar in reference to Antony 

gallivanting liberally and drunkenly through the streets of Egypt . Yet 

shortly after, Cleopatra describes him as “The demi-Atlas of this earth, 

the arm / and burgonet of men” (43), when he returns to the service of 

Rome . While representing Rome, he is thought be almost a God-like 

figure due to his work for the vast communal project that is expanding 

Rome’s empire . Consequently, while under the persuasion of Egypt, 

Antony is framed as a fallible man giving in to his naturally human 

desires . We see this pattern of switching between cultural expectations 

throughout the play as it progresses . Antony is meant to personify the 

differing cultural identities of these two empires and seamlessly switches 

between these roles at a moment’s notice in order to garner the best 

response of being their individually defined cultural ideal . Roman leaders 

are renowned for doing everything for the betterment of the state: they 

are selfless, noble, and compose themselves elegantly . This selfish nature 

is revealed when Antony blindly marries Octavia under the plan that it 

will mend the relationship of the triumvirate and thus strengthen Rome . 

To contrast that, Antony is first introduced as a love-struck fool, 

drunkenly obeying the orders of Cleopatra and seeking pleasure through 

self-interest instead of for the state . This alludes to the possibility Antony 

would be suffering from some sort of multiple personality disorder . His 
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ability to jump between the identities of the perfect Roman and Egyptian 

ruler could be flagged as the possibility of a mental ailment . Yet this would 

not have been a viable reading of the text in the Renaissance due to no 

definition or legitimate acknowledgment of multiple personality disorder 

yet existing . While it is more than likely that multiple personality disorder 

still existed when Shakespeare was writing Antony and Cleopatra, it was 

not an acknowledged illness and once again Shakespeare likely diluted the 

severity of a legitimate mental affliction for the purpose of his narratives . 

Someone with multiple personality disorder in the Renaissance would 

likely be deemed a madman, or possibly a witch if they were female, 

instead of looked at as someone with a treatable sickness . In its place, this 

psychological illness is used as a means to parallel Rome and Egypt by 

placing both identities into the vessel of one of the play’s main characters . 

The Anatomy of Melancholy shows no account of multiple personality 

disorder as an acknowledged mental illness, and this absence underscores 

the lack of sufficient mental health awareness . We now have the privilege 

of seeing mental illness as a spectrum of hundreds of different ailments 

instead of the myopic view that a mentally ill person is a madman . This 

added level of nuance and understanding that Shakespeare did not have 

the luxury of referring to culminates in Antony and Cleopatra being an 

ever-evolving piece of literature that changes in accordance to our current 

understanding of mental illness . 

In addition to the many mental illnesses absent from the pages of The 

Anatomy of Melancholy, we can note that it is missing an abundance of 

research that would still fall under the realm of psychological inquiry . The 

primary purpose of The Anatomy of Melancholy was to be the first reference 

book of its type, a centralized document for information on all known 

mental illnesses during the Renaissance . Restricting its glossary solely to 

that which they would classify as a mental illness excludes understanding 

of the inner mechanics of how the mind functions . One such area that 

has gained validity in the field of psychological studies relatively recently 

is the idea of gender fluidity . In the past, the terms sex and gender where 

seen to be synonymous . Our modern day understanding of these two 

terms has created the necessity to define gender and sex as two wholly 

different words . Sex is one’s biological determination (either through 

XX/XY chromosomes or biological means), while gender is how one 

defines themselves . From this arises the term gender fluidity as a term 

that Shakespeare would not have known about . 

However, the lens of queer theory lets us see that Shakespeare has exam-

ined the ideas of gender norms and practices in many of his plays . While the 

term gender fluidity did not exist during the Renaissance, the idea is evident 

in many of Shakespeare’s texts . In “Erotic Irony and Polarity in Antony and 

Cleopatra,” Michael Payne aims to examine this spectrum of defining gendered 

practices. He claims that this is especially present in Antony and Cleopatra: 

“Act II specifically treated this opposition in sexual terms, first suggesting 

that masculinity and feminity as exclusive, opposite psychophysical designa-

tions—so they seem to Caesar and Pompey—but then showing them as 

complementary in the personalities of Antony and Cleopatra” (Payne 274) . 

First, Payne finds the need to distinguish the difference between polarity and 

opposition . Opposition could be read similarly as duality, you either have an 

option A or an option B . An example of this would be antonyms such as day 

and night, light and dark, love and hate, and so on . Polarity would entail that 

masculine and feminine are extremities bound to a singular whole . Through op-

position it allows there to be a definition for what lies between these two terms, 

and this is where we see the spectrum of gender fluidity arise . Additionally, 

we see that the psychophysical definitions of these terms that Payne refers to 

would more align with defining one’s sex . Gender fluidity can be seen in how 

Shakespeare crafts the character of Cleopatra . Her character almost has a sense 

of conscious polarity throughout the play and utilizes the socially constructed 
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and conceived gender norms that best fit any given situation . 

Early on we are shown Cleopatra as some sort of seductress using her 

sexuality to gain the control and favor of Antony . This is an inherently 

feminine characteristic and how Cleopatra is initially introduced . Even 

other characters refer to Cleopatra as exuding sexual power throughout 

the play when they discuss her . Later on she stresses her military prowess 

and fierceness in times of war . This shows her ability to shift between 

what would generally be referred to as feminine and masculine traits . 

When planning their attack on Caesar, she states, “A charge we bear i’ 

th’ war, / And as the president of my kingdom will / Appear there for 

a man” (Shakespeare 143) . Cleopatra declares that she will appear as 

a man during this time of war . This suggests that she has control over 

this dominion of gender fluidity and uses it at its most advantageous . 

Unfortunately, Shakespeare does not decide to expand on this idea of her 

“masculine strength” to the full extent that would be historically accurate . 

The actual Cleopatra was well known for being a phenomenal military 

tactician, and she was also a renowned and feared warrior . Shakespeare’s 

plays work as accounts of historical fiction, so the truth of her being a 

female warrior possibly did not fit in the overarching narrative of the 

story and thus was taken out . Finally, at the end of the play, Cleopatra 

assumes the role of the damsel in distress to fool Caesar into believing 

she is mentally, emotionally, and psychically defeated . This deceit of 

playing off of established gender roles allows her to carry out her scheme 

of killing herself to return to her beloved Antony and prevent herself from 

being used as a Roman trophy paraded through the streets . The limited 

scope of The Anatomy of Melancholy does not allow for such readings of 

Shakespeare’s works to flourish . By acknowledging findings in the field 

of human psychology that do not necessarily pertain to mental illness, a 

wealth of new critical understandings of Antony and Cleopatra emerges .

The Anatomy of Melancholy is by no means a perfect account of our 

modern day knowledge of the nuances of psychological diseases and 

mental ailments . Instead, it works as a time capsule that contextualizes 

all of the perceptions commonly held by the citizens of London, and 

likely William Shakespeare as well, into a sociohistoric framework to 

critically assess the text . It captures the heinous sexist practices that were 

normalized in the mental health field during the Renaissance . The limited 

scope of the artifact requires us to think not only of what is included 

in the book, but of what the author excluded as well . To compare and 

contrast an early compendium of mental health documentation with 

what is available now—an ease of access to because of technological 

advancements—results in unique and wildly different interpretations of 

Shakespeare’s plays . It can be argued that all Shakespearean texts, not 

just Antony and Cleopatra, would be given significantly different critical 

readings if we contextualized them within the parameters of The Anatomy 

of Melancholy. Advancements are constantly being made in the mental 

health field and the practice is ever evolving . Likewise, thematic elements 

in Shakespeare’s texts that heavily allude to mental illness should see this 

same track of evolutionary progress . The understanding of the text should 

be dynamic with our current perceptions of these themes in mind, while 

simultaneously grounding them within the context of Shakespeare’s cul-

tural influences that are transcribed through The Anatomy of Melancholy. 
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